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T

his is going to be a fantastic year! I am
sure of it. Certainly, it will be much better
than last year.
Seldom, if ever, can one fire the opening
salvo on a year and declare, with absolute
conviction, that it will be better than the last
one.
Well, I’m going to stick my neck out: this
year will really be far, far better than 2020.
Last year the world economy contracted
a lot; the local economy contracted an awful
lot; the world saw over 65 million confirmed
cases of Covid-19 and more than 1.5 million
deaths due to the virus.
We saw many heroes step up (and not
one of them was wearing a cape or could
fly, and very few were dressed in anything
other than the garb of a scientist or a medic).
We saw politicians being – politicians.
Some ‘great’ politicians were very quickly
shown up for a complete inability to
understand anything other than a linear
progression, and little capacity to digest the
scientific language necessary to quite get
what was happening.
People were, bluntly, scared.
A lot of what we did to protect ourselves
was really good – and a lot mere pantomime.
But – we pulled ourselves, our families
and our companies through it. We learned
a lot – about ourselves, our competitors,
and a virtual (or, really, a blended cyberphysical) world.
There was some good: I found myself
getting up just after 2 am to host sessions
at a conference in China (frankly, a far
smoother experience than the long slog
to get there, the altered time zones and so

forth), and nonetheless able to interact with
folk from all over the world. “Good morning,
good afternoon, good evening, good night
– and welcome to the first session of the
day!”
Let’s also be clear: a variety of tech
companies, especially those that facilitated
online meetings, thrived at this time. And
significantly, it seems evident that even
after the virus is gone (or is at least under
control), these platforms will remain a real
part of our daily lives – negating the need
to fly out of town for a ‘one hour meeting’.
Really – how silly that seems now.
I bet a lot of you also began to wonder
why you ever visited a grocery store on the
way home, when everything you needed
(including heavy liquid packages…) could
simply be delivered.
Many of your own companies began to
attend to critical issues on sites in an online
mode, and I was privileged to attend some
really useful online workshops on a variety
of devices, systems and components used
in our industry.
The world will not be quite the same
again.
Reflect on this as we look forward, as
we await the real results of vaccine trials,
and as we reimagine our companies in the
new world – a world where boundaries have
been pulled down by what happened in
2020.
There surely is opportunity to be had!
Enjoy the year.

Publisher of the year 2018 (Trade Publications)
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COVER ARTICLE

High-performance drives
for efficient operations
A

TI Systems has introduced the Frenic range of highperformance drives from Fuji Electric. The drives
enable automatically controlled motor operations with
operating speeds for a variety of applications. Precision
control ensures that the Frenic drives operate at optimal
speed, reducing overall power and energy usage.
The drives are easy to install, start up and maintain,
and offer a ten-year design life, supported by on-board
insulated-gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs), cooling fans, dc
bus capacitors and an optimised dc bus.
Fuji Electric ac drives from ATI Systems include the:
- Fuji Frenic-ACE (0,1 - 315 kW)
- Fuji Frenic-ACE Solar (0,4 - 280 kW)
- Fuji Frenic-ACE H (0,75 - 315 kW)
- Fuji Frenic-Lift AC Drive (2,2 - 45 kW)
- and the Fuji Frenic-VG (0,75 - 3 MW).

Fuji Frenic-ACE
These drives offer good value and performance through
optimal design. They can be used in applications ranging
from fans and pumps to specialised machinery and can
control induction motors in open and closed loop and
permanent magnet ac (PMAC) motors, in open loop.
The Frenic-ACE drives feature a full range of communications interfaces including: Profibus DP, DeviceNet,
Profinet, EtherCAT, Ethernet IP, Modbus RTU, Modbus TCP,
and CANopen. Users can develop their own custom applications using the built-in Custom Function Logic.

need to loosen lift cables, and
a contactor-less safe torque off
(STO) solution.

Fuji Frenic-VG
The Fuji Frenic-VG drive features easier and more userfriendly maintenance as well as environmental friendliness
and safety. The Frenic-VG Series is available as either a unit
type or stack type.

Drives in crane applications
A full range of drives for cranes is available, ranging from
0.4 kW to 3 MW, 3-phase 400 V AC power supply. They
feature a 200% overload withstand for three minutes or
150% for one minute, built-in EMC filter up to 630 kW,
built-in braking circuit up to 160 kW, and excellent vector
control with speed sensor. They also feature powerful
dynamic torque vector control for open loop applications
and adaptable speed, depending on the load function
(load adaptive control). A single inverter can control up to
four motors. A stack-type topology is available for larger
capacities. □

Fuji Frenic-ACE Solar
The Frenic-ACE Solar with high reliability and long lifespan
offers quiet, automatic functions and is easily extendable.
Fuji solar pumping solutions from ATI Systems offer simple
installation, easy start-up and minimum maintenance. They
are designed to control induction as well as permanent
magnet ac motors and offer excellent maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) functionality.

Fuji Frenic-ACE H
The Frenic-ACE H provides energy savings for HVAC and
water-pumping applications. Its user friendliness, network
compatibility and long-term reliability support the long-term
performance of systems. Customised logic enables the user
to tailor the drive’s functionalities to specific requirements in
each application.

Fuji Frenic-Lift AC Drive
This specialist lift drive offers a full range of motor control
modes for induction, permanent magnet and gearless
machines. It features stationary auto-tune without the

The Fuji Electric range of high-performance Frenic drives
is available from ATI Systems.

For more information contact Chris Annandale,
ATI Systems.
Tel: +27 (0)11 383 8300, email: chris@atisystems.co.za,
visit: www.atisystems.co.za
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Smart water management
for safe supply
With the demand for water across South Africa’s cities coming under
increasing pressure as a result of rising populations and rapid urbanisation,
utilities need to obtain greater efficiencies from existing infrastructure. Joyce
Moganedi, Sales Manager Power & Water, ABB Energy Industries, says the
answer is in digital transformation.

T

he Parliamentary Monitoring Group (PMG) has noted that 63% of South Africans currently live in urban
areas and cautions that this number will escalate to
71% by 2030. By 2050, 80% of the people will be living
in urban areas(i). This migration from rural to urban areas
has put enormous pressure on South Africa’s cities and the
country’s bulk water infrastructure supplies. Furthermore,
the water treatment and wastewater treatment plants are
ageing and often lack modern monitoring and control systems. It is evident that there is a pressing need for smart
water management and more responsible and sustainable
use of water.

Current status
Water and wastewater treatment plants play a pivotal role
in the country. Services for the community must be relia-

Joyce Moganedi, ABB
Energy Industries.

ble and deliver value at an affordable cost, and they must
meet rigorous health and safety standards and comply with
industry and environmental regulations. Municipal utilities
and process industries also need to comply with effluent
discharge environmental regulations, in the interests of human health.
The South African government estimates that 44% of its
water treatment works are in poor or critical condition. The
proportion increases to 51% with respect to wastewater
treatment works. Moreover, the government has deemed
11% of current infrastructure across the country as completely dysfunctional.
In 2008, in an effort to improve the water sector, The
Department of Water and Sanitation (then the Department
of Water Affairs) introduced the ‘Blue Drop’ and ‘Green
Drop’ certification programmes which provided a gauge to
ensure sustainable, high quality drinking
water and wastewater services. In 2012,
the ‘No Drop’ programme was particularly
positioned for the water supply areas, to
assess water use per capita, water losses
and water use efficiency. These initiatives
led many municipalities and utilities to
develop and improve their infrastructure
to comply with and benefit from the linked
initiatives. However, the last assessments
for the scheme took place in 2014, and
there has been a subsequent decline in
the country’s quality of drinking water and
wastewater effluent discharge.

Technology as a solution

Effective wastewater treatment is critical to ensuring the quality of South Africa’s
water systems and compliance with health and safety and environmental regulations.
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The World Economic Council (a network
for SMEs with an ethos of acting globally
as a pioneering and future-oriented initiator in business and political spheres)
believes the solution can be found in delivering a smart water strategy with a core
focus on automation, digitalisation and
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At a glance


The SA government estimates that 44% of its water treatment works and
51% of wastewater treatment works are in poor or critical condition.



Alongside the upgrading of physical infrastructure, smart water
management should encompass automation, digitalisation and connected
monitoring of water plants and distribution networks.



Connecting existing plant processes and systems via one distributed
control platform will enable operators to collect actionable intelligence on
every aspect of the process.

The ABB Ability™ Symphony® Plus distributed control system
provides for visibility of the whole water supply network and
control of operations from one central control room.

[Photographer: Dirk Bruniecki]

connected monitoring of water plants, infrastructure, and
networks.
Successful solutions combine the best aspects of technology by providing visibility, empowering utilities and municipalities with real-time information and access to ‘big
data’ for higher-level strategic organisational decisions.
The implementation of successful solutions supports overall improved quality of life.
However, there are barriers for operators adopting a
smart water strategy, and chief among them is a fear of
digitalisation.
The water industry is yet to modernise completely, although it is clear that the traditional approach needs to
change. Current challenges present an opportunity to do
things differently in order to achieve the results sought in
delivering safe, reliable and efficient water supply, and ensuring safe and effective wastewater treatment.

The power of data in managing infrastructure
Digitalisation enables water customers (municipalities and
utilities) to use data to make decisions at a plant and enterprise level. Put simply, operators can achieve big wins
through the advanced analysis of data.
Upgrading existing plant processes and systems by
connecting them via one distributed control platform, operators can collect and analyse actionable intelligence related to every aspect of the process. This enables them to
review how entire operations are operating in real time.
In the context of ageing infrastructure, it means utilities
can make informed accurate decisions based on complete
visibility of the plant or fleet operations. It also helps in identifying trends and finding efficiency savings to optimise performance, reduce waste and ensure water availability and
reliability.
At a micro level, teams can review how each asset in a
plant is performing. This information can be used to support maintenance teams in identifying potential failings or
threats before they occur, moving away from traditional

Digitalising its water supply services and implementing a SCADA
system, the Saigon Water Company improved water supply and
reduced water losses in Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam’s biggest city.

time-based maintenance models to condition-based predictive maintenance programmes.

A case study
In Koppal, South West India, ABB has supplied end-to-end
digital water management solutions that will help the local
water authority to track, measure and optimise water use in
the drought-stricken region.
With a population of around one million people, the district is regularly challenged by water shortages. The municipality needed a solution that could effectively monitor
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to maximise reliability and availability of water, and monitor
and analyse daily flow consumption patterns in real time,
from one central control room.

Combating water leaks

[Photographer: Dirk Bruniecki]

In South Africa, the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF-SA)
reports that between 35 and 40% of water in urban piped
water systems is lost to leaks(ii). That is more than a third of
the country’s water supply, wasted. The losses are only set
to increase with higher demand increasing volumes carried
across ageing pipelines.

For SAWACO, the SCADA system integrates a sophisticated
leak detection and management system from water network
management company TaKaDu.

water flow and manage leaks to reduce non-revenue water
usage (water losses) and achieve an overall productivity
improvement in a widely dispersed water distribution network.
Leveraging its distributed control system (DCS) ABB
Ability™ Symphony® Plus SCADA (supervisory control and
data acquisition), ABB was brought on-board to improve
control at the pumping stations drawing water from over 16
reservoirs, all the way to the treatment plant. The project
involves putting in place a network of remote terminal
units for remote locations and pumping stations with
ABB Ability™ Symphony® Plus SCADA supervising and
controlling the entire operation. This will enable the district
Joyce Moganedi is ABB’s IAEN Sales Manager Power & Water.
Her experience spans over 10 years in industry, sales and project
management. She holds a B.Tech (Process & Instrumentation)
from the Tshwane University of Technology (TUT) and recently
completed her Master’s Degree in Business Administration at
Wits Business School.

From water intake and treatment, to transmission, distribution
and reintroduction, ABB has developed sophisticated automation
processes and instrumentation to deliver safe, reliable and efficient
water supply, providing data that enables informed decisionmaking to optimise plant performance and reduce waste.
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Challenges of rapid urbanisation
To understand the challenges that rapid urbanisation can
place on a water network, Ho Chi Minh City offers a useful
example. In just 50 years the Vietnamese city has grown
from a simple fishing community into the economic heart of
the country and its largest city, with its boundaries expanding by some four percent each year.
Such rapid growth has put increasing pressure on its
ageing infrastructure. The local water distribution network
serves more than eight million residents and stretches over
about 33 000 km, but in 2016 the city lost 30%, or 150 million cubic metres, of its clean water through leaking and
damaged pipes. To improve this unsustainable situation the
local utility, Saigon Water Corporation (SAWACO), set a target of reducing the wastage to 10% by 2020.
To achieve this, an ABB Ability™ Symphony Plus SCADA
system has been adopted. The ABB system integrates a
sophisticated leak detection and management system from
the water network management company, TaKaDu. The
result for SAWACO is an increase in the amount of water
delivered to households and industries as well as a reduction of the estimated 500 000 cubic metres of non-revenue
losses per day.

Moving forward
In South Africa, it is clear that to meet the country’s future
water needs, improving infrastructure is the optimal, and
some would say the only, solution. By digitalising and automating control systems, operators can manage their resources more effectively, optimise production, minimise
leakage, and keep control of unexpected events, ensuring
reliable water supply. Furthermore, they can identify efficiencies, find solutions to use less energy to provide water,
and work together to close the water cycle loop in a connected, networked way. □
References
(i)
Parliamentary Monitoring Group, https://pmg.org.za/page/Urbanisation
(ii)
World Wide Fund for Nature – South Africa (WWF-SA) 2016, Water:
Facts and Futures… Rethinking South Africa’s Water Future

For more information visit: https://abb.new.com
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High-speed seed counting and
packing – a first in South Africa
The packing of seeds in packets with precision and accuracy has always been a
challenge. Micron Milling (Pty) Ltd, known for its high-quality advanced machines,
and Omron South Africa worked together to develop a solution, the first of its
kind in the world. The project required considerable investment and makes use of
the latest automation technology and state-of-the-art control systems.

I

n the 18th and 19th centuries, The Shaker Seeds Company
in America was the first company to sell pre-counted
vegetable seeds in seed packs for household use –
changing the horticultural sector forever. Since then, the
way seed is packaged for distribution to the consumer has
evolved with new technologies coming into play. Instead of
hand counting the seeds and manually placing them in an
envelope, seed supply companies rely on machines to do
this. However, among the many challenges they face are
speed, accuracy and the variable size of seeds.
Micron Milling joined forces with Omron to address some
of the particular problems it had previously experienced
with seed packing machines. Supplying insufficient or overcount seed packets was a quality problem that was eating
into the company’s profitability. It wanted to ensure that the
end-user was happy with the product they received from
Micron Milling and that they received the correct quantity of
seeds in each seed pack. Another factor was the problem
of badly cut seed packs which can cause leaks in the
packs allowing seeds to drop out. And image-wise, its seed
packs looked like a poor quality product, which it obviously
wanted to change for the better.
“Working with Omron has been a perfect match,” says
Etienne van Wyk, Design Engineer at Micron Milling. “We
pride ourselves that we are one of the first companies
in Africa to make use of Omron’s Sysmac automation
technology and the advanced 1S Servo System.”

A challenging project
Any new project or machine presents a few challenging
aspects from a design point of view. This project, being
completely new and a first of its kind, raised significant
challenges.
“We had previously worked with an engineering
company specialising in packaging machinery to tackle
this project, but that failed,” says van Wyk. This project
was pushing beyond the limits, packing a variable count of
seed in a packet, and allowing for multiple other variables.
He explains, “You need to count the seeds before dropping

them into each packet. Each of
the 32 varieties of seeds differs
in size and shape, which adds to
the challenge. Seed packs can
differ in seed count as well as the
Etienne van Wyk, Design Engineer
packet size, tailored to customer
at Micron Milling.
preference.”
The new machine had to be
able to pack almost any seeds and
seed count, into little seed packets
of almost any width or height, and
close the packet to form a neat flat
envelope, containing the seeds
ready for distribution and planting.
Counting
the
seeds
before
dispensing them into the packs at
high speed was one of the major
challenges Micron Milling faced.
Previous machines had proven
Evert Janse van Vuuren, Product
not very accurate in this specific
Manager at Omron.
application as some packs had
more or fewer than the required number of seeds per
pack. This challenge was overcome by using Omron’s fibre
heads and amplifiers to count the seeds accurately before
dispensing them.
To add to the challenge, the Micron Seed Packer needs
to pack 350 000 seed packs per day to meet demand. That
is 15 packets per second, considering film changes, set
up times and changeover. The only way to accomplish this
was to make the packets inline before filling them; fill them
in a continuous film; and then cut the film at the pre-printed
markers. The seed packs had to be cut precisely on the
mark to maintain accuracy, even when the machine speed
changed. This concept required pre-printed film that varies
in colours and in size.
“We overcame this challenge using Omron’s motion
technology – that enabled Micron Milling to achieve the
desired speed and accuracy for the cutting of the seed
packs using a rotary knife timed to make a perfect and
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A model of the Micron Seed Packer – a world first and designed
in South Africa the machine sets new standards in speed and
accuracy in seed packing.

accurate cut,“ says Evert Janse van Vuuren, Product
Manager at Omron.
Van Wyk adds, “Without the Sysmac automation platform
there was no possibility of making this work.” The required
speed to count the seed into 15 packets per second
demands the one millisecond communication speed of the
Sysmac system. The 1 ms response on super-high-speed
EtherCAT communication coupled with the E3NW EtherCAT
Fibre communications unit, allowed Micron Milling to detect
and count seed of less than 250 microns at 750 seeds per
second, with 16 fibre amplifiers and 32 amplifier heads
running simultaneously.
The 1S Servos, in turn, allowed for precise positiontracking cutting with direct and accurate feedback from the
IO-Link E35S mark sensor.
Without the unique instantaneous switching from position
to torque feedback mode on the 1S Servo, cutting of the film
would not have been possible. It’s not so challenging to cut
the same size packets all day, but switching between sizes
is where the challenge comes in: different sized packets
with different sized seeds, or just to change the packet
width, in real-time, from packet to packet. “That means
tracking the marker in real-time and in turn calculating the
cutting position. On this project the cutting position is being
updated every two milliseconds to allow the machine to cut
with a two millimetre accuracy,” van Wyk explains.

Automation from start to end
The complete system had to be designed from start to
end to allow for all the separate sections of the machine
to work synchronously. This can be considered the
biggest challenge of the project, and Sysmac automation

8
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technology was the leading factor in
making this work.
With South Africa going into lockdown
on 26th March 2020, Micron Milling had
only four weeks to manufacture the
machine. The team felt the pressure
and 2 am mornings in the workshop
were nothing out of the ordinary.
Troubleshooting under pressure, looking
for possible problems as the due date is
approaching: “This is where the Sysmac
system shines the brightest,” says van
Wyk. The Sysmac automation platform
made the planning and implementing of
the Micron Seed Packer easier. “Wiring
the 1S Servos, the controllers and the
touchscreen, the automatic detection
of the complete network and all drives
and controllers on a single platform, the
simple IS Servo calibration, just made everything super-fast
and allowed us to concentrate on what mattered the most,”
he says.
Testing and optimising is still to be done, as with any
new system or machine, but it is quicker and easier
using Sysmac. The rapid development platform of the NA
touchscreen clears the way for an integrator or OEM to
match the feel and control to the rest of the machine. The
complete electrical and automation system requires less
time and can be implemented seamlessly.

The EtherCAT advantage
EtherCAT has the advantage of being simpler to use
than other protocols. A 1 ms response was required for
this project, and EtherCAT made that possible. Fault
finding is also easier and the ability to merge a network
layout with the click of a button is the way forward. “As a
machine developer and working with design, research
and development daily, I have yet to see a more suitable
network protocol,” says van Wyk.
The wide beam fibre sensors were mounted in a special
mounting block system where the seeds pass through a
10 x 10 mm gap. When the seed is falling through the fibre
beam, the fibre amplifier measures the reduction in light
received. Using a simple calculation, the size of the seed
can be determined, and in turn, the seeds can be counted.
This further allows for limits to be set up to count only the
quantity required, rather than certain size limits as well.
Van Wyk notes that the Micron Seed Packer supports
IoT and Industry 4.0 technology, but is not connected to the
cloud as it is not a requirement for this particular project.

Rising above the rest
“The high-speed counting of seeds on this scale is
something I have never seen done before. The technology

CONTROL SYSTEMS + AUTOMATION

that allowed us to count at this speed and the accuracy
that we have reached is state-of-the-art and I do not
believe this would have been possible three to four years
back. Although the cutting programming code, and how
we update the cutting position is kept under guard, the
1S Servo together with this coding principle represents
state-of-the-art technology. We can update the cutting
position every two milliseconds, even if the sensor misses
the mark,” says van Wyk. “This is not possible with normal
servo motors.
“The key criteria on which Micron Milling judged the
success of this project was, simply, perfection. Zero waste
was also a key point in terms of zero wasted product for the
end user. We achieved our goal,” he concludes. □

At a glance


Among the challenges seed supply companies face with seed packing
machines are speed, accuracy and the variable size of seeds.



An added challenge in this case is that the Micron Seed Packer needs to
pack 350 000 seed packs per day to meet demand: 15 packets per second,
considering film changes, set up times and changeover.



The complete system had to be designed from start to end to allow for all
the separate sections of the machine to work synchronously.

For more information visit: www.industrial.omron.co.za
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Cyber-physical modularisation for the process industry
The Module Type Package (MTP) offers a solution for
modularising plants in the process industry. It defines
an interface for easily orchestrating and connecting
modules to a higher-level control system. With the
new TwinCAT MTP, TwinCAT automation software from
Beckhoff helps create MTP projects with automatic
code generation, paving the way for efficient module
development integrated into the TwinCAT Engineering
Environment.
The MTP concept is based around intelligent
modules with their own control system. It describes an
interface between the module controller and higherlevel orchestration. This task can be handled by the socalled process orchestration layer (POL), which can be
represented by, for example, a distributed control system
(DCS). The MTP itself is a module description in the form
of an archive file, which is exported from the module
engineering and imported into the higher-level control
system. It contains all information required for the POL to
establish data exchange with the modules via the OPC
UA communication standard.
TwinCAT MTP integrates the engineering of MTPcapable modules for processing plants directly into the
familiar TwinCAT Engineering Environment. It offers the
full range of options from module definition, import/export
of an MTP, to automatic code generation. This can be
customised for specific users via multiple interfaces to
enable extensive automated project planning. This new
TwinCAT functionality minimises the required guideline
expertise for users so module developers can focus on
the actual control logic.
The MTP concept is integrated into TwinCAT
through the TwinCAT MTP Runtime and TwinCAT MTP
Engineering products. The TwinCAT Engineering

Environment includes a project management function
in which TwinCAT MTP Engineering is integrated as its
own project type. The TwinCAT MTP Runtime consists
of an IEC 61131‑3 programming library, which is used
by the generated code of TwinCAT MTP Engineering to
implement a directive-compliant interface. The function
blocks described in this library ensure the representation
via the OPC UA interface. As such, TwinCAT OPC UA
enables the POL to access data in compliance with the
VDI/VDE/NAMUR 2658 guideline definition.
For more information contact Beckhoff Automation.
Tel: +27 (0)11 795 2898, Mobile: +27 (0)79 493 2288
Email: danep@beckhoff.com,
Visit: www.beckhoff.co.za

With the new TwinCAT MTP, Beckhoff’s automation software addresses
increasing plant modularisation in the process industry.
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Motorised linear actuator
Built on the company’s long-established technical
capability, innovation and flexibility, NSK
products offer technical solutions that contribute
to the advance of automated manufacturing
for customers worldwide. The new MCE –
Monocarrier Electrified – a pre-assembled,
motorised linear actuator developed recently by
NSK Corporation in the USA, demonstrates how
technical expertise, an extensive product line-up
and short delivery times can combine to improve
the value of customer products.
The MCE merges several product and
knowledge areas from the NSK repertoire,
bringing together a monocarrier, motor, motor
The motorised MCE series demonstrates the technical capabilities of
mount, shaft coupling and accessories. Like
NSK.
many solutions developed by NSK, MCE is
supplied pre-assembled, pre-tested and ready to install,
Furthermore, the selection of various combination plates
offering convenience for customers in a single part
and gantry brackets means customers can easily comnumber.
bine the MCE into any XYZ configuration.
The company also sought to maximise flexibility for
NSK aims to develop high quality turnkey solutions
customers, as the potential applications for a product
that provide reliability, efficiency and long service life.
such as a linear actuator are widely varied – essentially
It takes expert knowledge, experience and a carefully
anywhere linear motion is required. To help ensure soluplanned approach to ensure the delivery of added-value
solutions. For customers using NSK products, technical
tions meet almost any engineering requirement, deliverexpertise, collaborative support and project manageing choice and adaptability becomes a priority for NSK’s
development team.
ment are always on hand to ensure the product meets
The options available to users of the MCE include, for
customer requirements in every way.
example, the choice of stepper motor or servomotor that
can be installed inline or parallel with the actuator, left
For more information contact NSK South Africa.
or right arrangement. Single or double slider options are
Tel: +27 (0)11 458 3600
also available, as well as accessories that include covEmail: nsk-sa@nsk.com
Visit: www.nskeurope.com
er units (top or full cover), sensor kits and sensor rails.

Microcontrollers with enhanced security

The new RA6M4
microcontrollers
offer enhanced
security for IoT
and industrial
applications.

10

Authorised global distributor of semiconductors and electronic components,
Mouser Electronics, is now stocking
the new RA6M4 32-bit microcontrollers from Renesas Electronics.
Uniting connectivity, security and
performance, the RA6M4 microcontrollers facilitate the development of edge and endpoint Internet of
Things (IoT) devices, as well as serving applications such as metering, HVAC, enhanced premises security, and industrial equipment.
The Renesas RA6M4 microcontrollers available from
Mouser Electronics are built on a highly efficient 40 nm
process and offer high power efficiency with 99 μA/
MHz in active mode. They feature a 200 MHz Arm®
Cortex®-M33 core based on the Armv8-M architecture
with Arm TrustZone® technology, and include 1 Mbyte
of code flash memory, 256 Kbytes of SRAM, and a
capacitive touch sensing unit.
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The RA6M4 devices are designed to offer outstanding
security capabilities, including an integrated security
cryptography module with several accelerators,
power analysis resistance, and tamper detection.
The microcontrollers are supported by Renesas’
Flexible Software Package (FSP), which enables rapid
implementation of complex security and connectivity
functions by allowing customers to reuse legacy code
and combine it with software from other Arm partners. The
FSP also offers tools to increase efficiency, accelerating
the development process for projects using the RA6M4
microcontrollers.
Mouser also stocks the RA6M4 evaluation kit, which
offers native pin access through four 40-pin male headers, as well as access to Ethernet connectivity, 64 Mbytes
of external Octo-SPI flash, and 32 Mbytes of external
Quad-SPI flash.
For more information contact Mouser Electronics.
Visit: www.mouser.com
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As some global manufacturing sectors face unprecedented pressure, now is an opportune time to implement
game-changing automation technologies. Those businesses that have been adopting technologies that provide greater transparency, higher productivity and better
process management will be better placed to move forward and adapt to the new manufacturing landscape.
This is the view of John Browett, General Manager of
CLPA Europe.
Browett says current production challenges mean
there is a need for factory automation solutions that not
only ensure continued manufacture and supply of goods,
but also provide the transparency and productivity
benefits promised by Industry 4.0. “Considering the
lifecycle times for automation hardware are as long as 20
years, many plants are operating with aged production
systems that could benefit from an update. This is where
industry-leading open communication technologies
can deliver improvements in process transparency and
productivity.”

Time-sensitive networking
To support automation plant lifecycles, it is important to
look to technologies that show the promise of longevity,
rapid return on investment, and clear technical benefits.
Browett says it is clear that one of these will be timesensitive networking (TSN). This is a set of Ethernet substandards for the OSI-Layer 2 defined by IEEE 802.1.
These aim to improve determinism and reliability in
industrial Ethernet-based communications by creating
accurate time synchronisation across a network, as well
as traffic prioritisation.
This means businesses can combine multiple types
of traffic on a single network, with no loss of performance
for critical control-related tasks. The result is an industrial
Ethernet infrastructure that permits all kinds of traffic to
coexist – critical safety or motion control-related data,
general control information, video frames from inspection
systems, periodic shift logs, even emails.
In turn this delivers several technical benefits:
networks can leverage the benefits of gigabit bandwidth,
and the infrastructure is simpler and therefore less
costly to design, implement and maintain. Systems can

[© Credit: B4LLS/iStock]

Technologies for long-term productivity

Current production challenges raise the need for automation
solutions that can ensure continued manufacture and supply
of goods.

be rolled out and start operating within a shorter time.
By removing the need for physical separation of
critical and non-critical networks, TSN also enables a
convergence between information technology (IT) and
industrial operational technology (OT). This directly
addresses the competitive pressure of Industry 4.0 to
deliver corresponding business benefits. Key results
include better transparency and management of
processes, potential product quality improvements,
increased output and reduced downtime. In addition,
an enterprise can become more responsive to customer
demands and better able to support its business.

An evolving solution
While many of the IEEE 802.1 standards are complete,
some are still under development. The IEC/IEEE 60802
working group is still standardising TSN profiles for industrial automation, hence TSN is still evolving.
In counterpoint, projects need to be implemented
now, and TSN’s maturity level is such that vendors
have already started to market solutions. As with most
technologies, TSN will continue to evolve over time.
However, any risk of moving forward now is mitigated
by the fact that the organisations involved have a strong
track record of ensuring backwards compatibility. So
while TSN will continue to evolve, future iterations will be
compatible with what is available today. TSN, as it stands
today, can deliver all the benefits outlined above and
offers a competitive advantage now.
For more information contact CLPA-Europe.
Email: john.browett@eu.cc-link.org
Visit: eu.cc-link.org
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High performance ac drives
improve plant efficiencies
In the manufacturing industry, productivity means profitability, and plant managers need to reassess
operations continually to get the most out of every day. When it comes to maximising plant efficiency,
it is essential to consider how to improve the use of resources and decrease downtime through the
use of ever-evolving industrial technology. The recent installation of Control Techniques’ Unidrive M700
motor control system at a tyre retread manufacturer in Johannesburg, South Africa, has helped the
plant improve performance, enabling the company to remain an industry leader.

B

andag Southern Africa is part of the global Bandag
group, a leading retread company which specialises
in giving new life to truck tyres so they perform like
new, but at a fraction of the cost. Specialising in truck fleets,
new treads are applied to existing tyres to deliver more mileage over any terrain using next-generation compounds that
resist wear and tear. Around the world, almost nine million
truck and bus tyres are fitted with Bandag retreads annually, which makes the company an industry leader. Through
a network of independent tyre franchisees in South Africa,
Bandag SA has been providing a much-needed service to
the African logistics industry since the 1960s.
The company’s manufacturing facility in Alrode comprises various multifaceted operations: from the processing
of raw material, through to extruding, pressing, finishing,
trimming, quality control and warehousing. First in this line
of operations is the mixer – an enclosed automated mixing
machine designed to break down rubber and other constituents into working-compound batches of about 220 kg
each. This is an energy-intensive mechanical operation requiring consistent speeds and considerable force.

Existing technology reassessed
Analogue dc drives were previously used in the mixer,
but these became increasingly unreliable. Bandag then
switched to Control Techniques Mentor MP digital dc drives
– locally distributed by Nidec Automation – with the aim of
maximising the motor performance and enhancing system
reliability.
“While this solution was an improvement, it was found to
be energy-intensive and expensive to maintain. Aside from
the costs, continuous maintenance required plant downtime which hindered production efficiency,” says Bruce
Grobler, Regional Manager of Nidec Automation.
“A new solution was clearly needed. To solve the
problem, Bandag SA relied on its trusted and longstanding
relationship with our valued partner, Multispeed
Transmissions,” Grobler says.
Led by Jim Fraser, Multispeed Transmissions has been
working with Bandag SA for over 20 years, ensuring that
its manufacturing facilities are fitted with the most suitable
solutions for the tasks at hand, helping them to remain
visionaries in the retread industry.
Having previously installed Control Techniques ac drives
on the plant’s extruder and calendar mill (a process that
forms the exudates and processes cushion gum), Fraser
concluded that the mixer operations would also benefit
from a similar installation.
Bandag SA Manufacturing Director, Jonathan David
says, “Jim came to us with this idea, and we couldn’t fault it.
We had seen great successes on the previous installations
on the extruder and calendar mill and it was a simple decision to roll this out on the mixer. Our proactive executive
team was quick to back the idea.”
Grobler comments: “We were delighted that Jim decided to again use Control Techniques’ drives in the plant. Our
innovative and reliable technology has proven itself in similar operations, positioning our high-performance drives as
the solution for this application.”

Improved operations
Control Techniques’ Unidrive M700 motor control system was
selected to improve productivity and performance efficiencies at
the Bandag tyre retread plant in Johannesburg, South Africa.
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Fraser selected Control Techniques’ Unidrive M700 ac
drive, a high-performance motor control system providing
optimum control flexibility in high specification industrial
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At a glance


Bandag SA has been providing a much-needed truck tyre retread service to
the African logistics industry since the 1960s.



The automated mixing machine, which breaks down rubber and other
constituents into working-compound batches, entails an energy-intensive
process requiring consistent speeds and considerable force.



The installation of Control Techniques’ Unidrive M700 ac drives has helped
the plant achieve energy savings and reduce downtime.

The retread manufacturing facility in Alrode, Johannesburg, starts
with the processing of raw material.

applications. Two Unidrive M700 drives are connected to
a common gearbox which shares the load throughout operation.
“We are proud to say that Jim has been using our Control
Techniques range of drives for many of his customers in the
tyre industry. We have developed a close partnership and
ensure that we give him the best service and value, which
he can carry through to his end-users.” Grobler adds.

Ready for the future
The drives were each rated at 750 kW but scoped up to
1 MW to cater for future use. “We upscaled the project for
future developments – the motor, the transformer, and the
drive panel. It is designed so we can slot in an extra module, so it really is future-proofed,” says Fraser.
A greener solution
Control Techniques’ UnidriveM series is designed to enhance the energy efficiency of all applications and David is
pleased to report that the plant has seen a monthly energy
saving of about 10% since the technology was deployed.
As well as saving money, this contributes to a lower carbon
footprint – a key concern in the logistics industry. The drives
feature low power standby mode, and the dc bus configuration enables breaking energy to be recycled within the
drive system. Additionally, the drives’ magnet motors offer
exceptional efficiency across all operating speeds.
Less downtime
As well as the energy savings, the plant has seen higher
production efficiencies since the new system was installed.
“After troubleshooting and overcoming our ‘teething
phase’, we now easily achieve five percent more uptime
and we have improved production by about six percent on
certain compounds since upgrading to the Unidrive M700
series,” says David. “This is really a significant benefit to our
sustainability as a business. The retread market in South
Africa is huge, and if we can deliver our product at high
volumes, consistently and on time, it means great things for
our market share.” And it is good news for the Bandag SA
Johannesburg plant, which employs 70 people, and for the
75 people employed in the adjoining head office.

Operations
continue through
extruding,
pressing,
finishing,
trimming, quality
control and
warehousing.

Plant visualisation
Alongside the drives’ performance, the increased uptime can also be
attributed to the increased data visibility offered by the system. Insights
into drive health and energy use are easily visible using the plant’s distributed control system, contributing to clear plant visualisation.
A unique project
Grobler highlights various aspects of this project that stand out. “Most
significantly, it involved a world first for Control Techniques, which
we were proud to be a part of,” he says. “At the time of installation,
this intermeshing mixer was the biggest tangential drive that Control
Techniques had done.”
David remarks, “We were the Guinea pigs! The biggest worldwide
tandum drive system at the time was 500 kW. At the Bandag plant
we had two of 1 MW each.” This illustrates Multispeed Transmissions’
appetite for a challenge and the capabilities of Control Techniques’
high-performance drives, and makes it clear why Bandag SA has continued to work with them.
David notes too: “In addition to the technological solution, one factor that has contributed to the success of this project is that it has
gone far beyond installation. Throughout our operation, Jim and his
team are at hand to assist us, with the support of Bruce and Control
Techniques. If an issue arises, we can call Jim who ensures that someone is onsite to assist us that same day, with spare parts at hand from
Control Techniques. No excuses are made. Spare parts are acquired
and available as soon as we need them, so if a breakdown does occur,
we get running again as soon as possible.” This service level ensures
convenience for the customer and the benefits of saving space and
costs of warehousing and carrying spares.
“For 20 years we have trusted Jim, and we will continue this
professional relationship into the future,” David concludes. □
For more information visit: www.nidecautomation.com /
www.controltechniques.com
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Energy-efficient drives
for farmers
In this case study Danfoss South Africa and engineering components provider
BMG, an authorised DrivePro® service partner of Danfoss, share how they assisted a
Sydney Govender, Country
Sales Manager – Drives,
Danfoss South Africa.

commercial maize farmer in Barkly West, Northern Cape, with the technology required
to overcome challenges the farmer was facing with inadequate electricity supply.

T

he installation of new electromechanical systems supports
energy savings, more effective
irrigation and, in turn, increased production capacity. This initiative has
since been followed by other commercial farmers in the wider area.
In recent years, South African
energy security has been constrained
Mick Baugh, Electronics
and while macroeconomic steps
Manager, Electromechanical
are in progress to correct this, the
Division, BMG.
continuing unreliability of the country’s
electricity supply and escalating costs can affect farming
in several ways, impacting on operations planning,
spoiling of produce and disrupted irrigation schedules.
Furthermore, the Development
Bank of Southern Africa
recognises South Africa as a
water-scarce country, which
makes operational and energy
efficiencies all the more
important in assisting with
effective irrigation(i).

and this makes effective irrigation essential for successful
crop yields.
Mick Baugh, Electronics Manager, Electromechanical
Division at BMG, explains. “Pumping and irrigation were
the largest consumers of power on this maize-producing
farm and the farmer was limited by a power supply of
only 200 kVA +/- 300 A. Additionally, the farmer wanted to
expand his crops to include pecan nuts, but was unable
to because of the power supply limitations. The project
required that we assist in enabling more efficient use of the
limited power supply and reducing the cost of irrigation
per hectare.”

Inefficiencies in the system
- At the outset of the project, one of the pump sets supplied five centre pivots and some orchards.
- The first pump set consisted of 1 x 37 kW, 1 x 22 kW and
2 x 11 kW pumps.
- This equated to an installed power of 81 kW, with an absorbed power of 75 kW, which meant the pump set was
drawing a current of +/- 150 A.
- Additionally, the pumps were started by star/delta starters, and the only form of flow control was provided by
valves.

The challenge

Danfoss VLT® AQUA Drive FC 202
Variable Speed Drives were fitted to all
pumps in the installation.
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For the maize farmer in
Barkly West dealing with an
inadequate electricity supply,
the challenge was to free up
existing electricity supply by
improving usage efficiencies.
Sydney Govender, Danfoss
Country Sales Manager –
Drives SSA, says, “Through the
Danfoss-BMG collaboration we
assisted the farmer in tackling
this challenge.” He highlights
that the region in which the
farm is located receives little
rainfall throughout the year

JANUARY 2021

The solution
The use of ac variable speed drives (VSDs) on all pump
sets provided the solution.
Danfoss VLT® AQUA Drive FC 202 Variable Speed
Drives, which offer additional energy savings compared
with most traditional variable speed drive controls, are designed for water and wastewater applications, including
irrigation. These VSDs were fitted to all pumps in the installation and are controlled by pressure transducers set to
match the varying demands of different irrigation requirements. The only peripheral component required was the
pressure transducer. Pump controllers and valves were not
needed for flow-control in this system.
Baugh adds, “There were a number of reasons why BMG
chose these Danfoss VSDs. For example, a key feature of
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At a glance


The maize farmer in Barkly West was dealing with a limited and inadequate
electricity supply and pumping and irrigation were the largest consumers
of power on the farm.



The challenge was to free up existing electricity supply by improving usage
efficiencies.



The switch to ac variable speed drives on all pump sets provided an
energy-saving solution as well as other benefits.

The new electromechanical systems installed improve energy
efficiency and reduce energy and maintenance costs, supporting
more effective irrigation and higher crop yields.

the Danfoss VLT® AQUA Drive FC 202 VSDs is the inclusion
of a soft start/stop facility, which prevents water hammer on
starting and stopping the pumps, reducing the possibility
of burst pipes. Wear and tear on couplings, pumps and
pipes is also reduced. These variable speed drives are
available from BMG in IP55 enclosures, which do not require
dedicated panels for mounting and this eliminates the need
for additional cooling and ventilation measures normally
required to extract heat during operation. Furthermore,
closed loop controllers mean the only piece of peripheral
equipment required is a pressure transducer – no pump
controller is needed.
“In addition, BMG, as an authorised Danfoss service
partner with accredited technical staff and an extensive
spares stock holding, can offer farmers support all year
round. With regard to DrivePro services, we stock a number
of service exchange units and spare parts at the nearest
BMG branch in Kimberley.”

The results
After the installation of the VSDs and programming the set
point to 2.8 bar, the Danfoss-BMG team was able to run
the same pump set with an absorbed power of 51 kW, a
saving of 24 kW or 50 A. At the start of the changeover,
the farmer went with a set of three variable speed drives
on three pumps and, because of the energy saving
achieved, he subsequently installed VSDs on every pump
on the farm.
“At the last count,” says Baugh, “there were over 20 VSDs
on the farm, with a projected annual power saving of 155 491
kW. Following the installation of variable speed drives on
all pump sets, the power supply is used more efficiently,
providing for improved crop production and allowing for the
farmer to extend his crops to include pecan nuts.
“The project was conducted under the umbrella of
BMG’s Boer Slim/Smart Farming initiative, which has
been operating for some six years now, to assist farmers

throughout Southern Africa with the selection, installation
and operation of new electromechanical systems. These
projects are designed to improve efficiencies, reduce
energy consumption and minimise maintenance requirements,” Baugh adds.
Govender notes, “Maize is South Africa’s most important
field crop, being a staple food for many people in the country
and making a significant contribution to the economy. It is
also an export product, although maize exports tend to be
inconsistent as surplus levels vary from one year to the
next.” He adds, “This Danfoss-BMG collaboration, and
other projects like it, illustrate how we can assist farmers
to free up energy supply, which can then be channelled
elsewhere to increase productivity. If the farming sector
were to follow this example more widely, it would assist
individual farmers and enable them to play their own
incremental role in improving the macroeconomics of the
country, particularly while the electricity supply remains
constrained.” □
References
(i) https://www.dbsa.org/EN/About-Us/Publications/Documents/DPD%20
No12.%20Water%20security%20in%20South%20Africa.pdf

Bearing Man Group (Pty) Ltd (BMG) supplies engineering
products and services to the industrial, manufacturing, mining
and agricultural sectors through more than 100 branches in 15
countries across sub-Saharan Africa. BMG’s established support
divisions include technical resources, field services, predictive
maintenance, technical and commercial training, supply contract
management, and project engineering.
Danfoss Drives, a member of the Danfoss group, is a world
leader in variable speed control of electric motors. Since 1968,
the company has been a pioneer in ac drives. Its VACON® drives
form the foundation for optimisation in industrial applications. VLT®
drives play a key role at the sharp end of global resource management and factory automation. Danfoss ac drives adapt to any motor technology and serve in the power range 0.18 kW to 6.0 MW.

For more information visit: http://drives.danfoss.com or:
www.bmgworld.net
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New inverters for demanding applications

The FR-E800
inverter series
offers highly
flexible, compact
inverters with
multiple, built-in
communications.

Mitsubishi Electric has introduced
the latest FR-E800 inverter series
which offers multiple networks and
high performance predictive maintenance through AI and built-in corrosive gas alert.
Oliver Endres, Strategic Product
Manager Drives, Factory Automation
EMEA at Mitsubishi Electric Europe BV, says this highly
flexible, compact inverter series with multiple built-in networks, including TSN (Time Sensitive Networking), has
been developed to support the needs of smart factories.
Industries such as machine building and automotive, as
well as food & beverages, life sciences and water treatment will benefit from the control capabilities.
Using AI, the FR-E800 reduces downtime with its
extended predictive maintenance functions and features the world’s first (according to Mitsubishi Electric
research, September 2019) corrosive gas alert system
(patent pending). The inverters also achieve high performance control of induction and permanent magnet
motors to Safety Integrity Level (SIL) 3/PLe.
The FR-E800 series offers increased flexibility by incorporating multiple communications without the need
for option cards. Major industrial Ethernet networks are
supported as standard, including CC-Link IE TSN. Network flexibility is also increased with two Ethernet ports
which support line, ring and star topologies.
Enhancing predictive maintenance, the inverters feature the industry’s first corrosive gas environment detec-

tion circuit. In conjunction with Mitsubishi Electric’s drives
AI diagnostic technology, this helps to reduce overall
downtime by allowing early identification and resolution
of fault causes without the need for specialist skills.
To maintain safety and productivity, the inverters
achieve SIL2/ PLd and SIL3/ PLe. Safety functionality is
featured as standard without the need for an encoder
and includes safe torque off (STO), safe stop 1 (SS1),
safe brake control (SBC) and safe speed monitor (SSM).
Enhanced, customised control is provided by
the built-in PLC functionality which is configured via
FR‑Configurator2 software. Multiple inverters can be
controlled by a single master, removing the cost of an
external PLC. The FR-E800’s autotune function can be
used for surface permanent magnet (SPM), interior
permanent magnet (IPM) and in future, synchronous
reluctance motors. Control modes including closed
loop vector control (with encoder), real sensor-less
vector control (without encoder), and positioning without
sensors are supported.
With scalable power for application diversity, the
FR‑E800 series offers output from 0.1 kW to 7.5 kW
extending to 22 kW (normal duty) / 30 kW (light duty),
supporting 200 V single/three phase, 400 and 575 V
three-phase.
For more information contact
Mitsubishi Electric Europe BV
Email: Monika.Torkel@meg.mee.com
Visit: eu3a.mitsubishielectric.com/fa

Data exchange between drives and the edge

The new edge
application for
drives allows
users of machines
and industry
applications to
access and analyse
data already
collected in the
drive.
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As part of its Digital Enterprise SPS Dialogue, Siemens
introduced Analyse MyDrives Edge, its first edge
application for drives. This development demonstrates
how edge computing can make Sinamics drive systems
more intelligent and offers users and machine builders
additional benefits.
Analyse MyDrives Edge is being launched with basic functionalities similar to the proven Mindsphere application of Analyse MyDrives, and will be enhanced
with intelligent features based on high-frequency data
exchange. The edge application thus allows users of
machines and industry applications to perform complex
analyses of data already
collected in the drive.
Machine learning and
AI algorithms on which
the edge application is
based identify patterns
and detect anomalies
and their causes, providing timely indications
of any required machine
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maintenance. This minimises downtime and reduces the
consumption of resources.
With the Drive System Framework, Siemens offers
the broad framework that allows users to connect the
Sinamics drive systems to the Industrial Edge platform.
In addition to pure connectivity, the Drive System
Framework allows the management of the drive systems
connected to the edge platform. For example, machine
builders and users can change parameters or perform
firmware updates. In future it should also be possible to
configure the simulation model, that is, the digital twin of
the drive system in the machine.
By connecting Sinamics frequency converters to the
Industrial Edge platform, Siemens is helping to pave
the way for new business models. With intelligent drive
technology, machine builders can, for example, provide
user-specific application solutions and digital services, or
can guarantee the availability of a machine by contract.
For more information contact
Siemens Digital Industries.
Visit: www.siemens.com
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New high power, low voltage circuit breakers
Schneider Electric, global specialist in energy
management and automation, has announced the
launch in South Africa of the MasterPact MTZ, the next
generation of high power, low voltage circuit breakers.
It combines the performance and reliability for which
Schneider Electric’s products are well known, with new
digital capabilities.
MasterPact MTZ is the first air circuit breaker to embed
an accurate Class 1 power meter, compliant and certified with IEC 61557-12. Energy efficiency is achieved as
a result of accurate energy usage analysis, optimisation,
cost allocation and assessment of energy usage trends,
and energy management is in line with international regulations ISO 50001 and IEC 60364-8.
Building on its strengths, the MasterPact MTZ will offer
the same ratings, the same tripping performance and the
same footprint for seamless, quick integration and retrofitting in switchboards as the current MasterPact range.
This transition from MasterPact NT/NW to MasterPact
MTZ means no switchboard redesign is required and
there is no need to run switchboard re-certification tests
as per IEC 61439-2. In addition, the product offers easy
integration into Smart Panels and connection to management systems with embedded Ethernet connection.
Anglophone Africa Buildings VP, Devan Pillay says,
“The new MasterPact MTZ’s native Ethernet connectivity,
digital capabilities and the fact that it can be integrated
seamlessly into our EcoStruxure architecture, are
features that offer our customers superior circuit
protection, while maximising efficiencies in energy

management and maintenance.”
MasterPact MTZ protects equipment
and activity against cable overloads, short
circuits and insulation faults. It offers outstanding power uptime, demanded by low
voltage electrical distribution networks,
even in the harshest environments. It also
offers excellent mechanical and electrical performance,
going beyond standards and capable of withstanding
high levels in voltage fluctuations, electromagnetic disturbances, vibrations, shocks, corrosive and chemical
environments, and severe temperatures.
MasterPact MTZ can be customised with additional digital modules. Various advanced function options
are available for protection, measurement, diagnostics
and maintenance. The circuit breaker is scalable at any
stage, from design and configuration to commissioning
(for last minute changes) and operation upgrades, without power interruption or protection shutdowns.
In addition, from planning to installation, operation,
maintenance, optimising and renewal, MasterPact MTZ
can be managed through Schneider Electric’s Field
Services. This expertise enables remote management
of facilities, asset management, condition-based maintenance, and improved energy management services,
providing significant cost savings in energy and maintenance as well as advanced technical support.

Scalable, integrated motion drives

new drives also feature capabilities that can help simplify
machine design and optimise performance throughout
the machine lifecycle. Like other Kinetix integrated
motion drives, Kinetix 5300 leverages Studio 5000 as a
single design environment. Using a single family of servo
drives allows machine builders to program all their drives
in this design environment and reuse code across drives,
streamlining the design and commissioning process.
Kinetix 5300 native integration with Logix control enables
smart tuning capabilities that adjust for changes in
inertia and resonances automatically, helping to optimise
machine performance and simplify machine
maintenance over time.
Bill Kegley, Director, Product Management
– Motion Control at Rockwell Automation
said, “Our expanded portfolio provides
machine builders with a complete family
of scalable servo drives for many diverse
applications.”

In its aim of enabling flexible manufacturing for its
customers, Rockwell Automation’s motion business
has expanded its Kinetix line of servo drives with
intelligent and scalable solutions. The new Allen-Bradley
Kinetix 5300 servo drive is a fully integrated, CIP Motion
solution for machine builders globally who are designing
market-competitive machines and looking to increase
performance and leverage a single design environment
for control and motion.
When paired with the new TLP motors, Kinetix servo
drives offer customers the advantage of a coordinated
platform as they extend the power of the connected
enterprise into machines. With this approach Rockwell
Automation aims to accelerate growth in emerging
markets throughout Asia and mature markets in Europe.
The new product line, together with the established
Kinetix family, provides a complete range of servo
drives for small, standalone machines to large, complex
systems.
The Kinetix 5300 servo drives are designed for diverse
machine applications such as electronics assembly,
packaging and converting, printing and web (CPW). The

The high power,
low voltage
MasterPact MTZ
circuit breaker
is designed to
provide superior
circuit protection
as well as
improving energy
management and
maintenance.

For more information contact Schneider Electric.
Tel: +27 (0)11 254 6400, visit: www.se.com

The new Kinetix
5300 servo
drives offer an
intelligent scalable
solution for
diverse machine
applications.

For more information contact
Rockwell Automation.
Email: mjunius@ra.rockwel.com
Visit www.rockwellautomation.com
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Temperature monitoring for the
steel industry
In the iron and steel industry and in many foundry applications, temperature readings show whether
processes are operating within their proper ranges, whether a reheater is too cold or too hot, whether
a stand needs adjusting, or how much cooling should be applied. R&C Instrumentation advises that
by using infrared non-contact thermometers, each stage can be monitored accurately so the steel
retains the correct metallurgical properties as it travels through the process.

E

very section of the steel manufacturing process can
benefit from the use of infrared thermometers. The
benefits include higher quality products, increased
productivity, reduced energy costs, enhanced worker safety, reduced downtime and easy data recording.
Infrared sensors take temperature measurement one
step further. Fast and accurate analogue and digital outputs
allow temperature data to be integrated into the control system and simultaneously transferred for remote temperature
monitoring and analysis. Smart sensors with digital electronics and two-way communications can be configured
remotely from the safety of the control room – especially
important for metals with changing emissivity levels.
A wide range of optics covers a variety of applications.
This is supported by integrated through-the-lens sighting,
and either laser or video sighting for correct target location.
Infrared thermometers are used worldwide and in South
Africa in many iron and steel applications. These include:
continuous casting, reheating, rolling mills, cold mills, rod
or wire mills, and other processes.

Infrared thermometers provide temperature measurement
solutions for every step in the steel treatment and manufacturing
process.
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 Continuous casting
Accurate real-time temperature monitoring coupled with the
ability to adjust water nozzles and water flow rates allows
for proper cooling, which helps maintain the required metallurgical properties in the steel. Fixed sensors, fibre optic
sensors and line scanners are standard in this application.
 Reheating
Reheating steel to a uniform temperature is critical to prevent deformation. Furthermore, uneven heating strains milling equipment and can increase maintenance downtime.
Measuring temperature inside a reheater with a series
of temperature measurement devices enables the operator
to check the reheater’s overall temperature and burner efficiency. Once the slab or billet exits the reheating furnace,
the ratio thermometers or line scanners (for wide slabs)
transmit the temperature data immediately to the operator
or controller, providing the information for milling operations
to be adjusted to their correct settings.
 Rolling mills
The different types of hot rolling mills and the number of
stands in a process vary according to the product being
manufactured. Infrared temperature measurement and
scanning devices can be used effectively in scale breaking, rolling stands, the down coiler and coil box, among
other areas.
 Cold mills
Coiling is also often done at the end of the finishing stands,
after cooling, and the coiled steel is transported to cold
mills in another area in the plant or shipped to other facilities. Cold rolling makes a product thinner and smoother
and is done while the steel is at around 100°C or at room
temperature. Sensors mounted between each finishing
stand allow the operator to detect temperature changes
and make any adjustments required.
 Rod and wire mills
In a typical rod and/or wire mill, billets are reheated and
sent to a rolling mill to be reshaped as rods. From here, the
rods go through a series of intermediate stands that reduce
them to different sizes. Finishing stands reduce and smooth
the rods into a product that can be further processed into
hundreds of different products. Reheating a billet to a uni-

MEASUREMENT + INSTRUMENTATION

form temperature is critical to the entire process. Knowing
the temperature of the product at each stand allows the
operator to adjust the rollers accordingly. When the product
heads for the cooling area, cooling is rapid but carefully
monitored to ensure the correct metallurgical properties are
maintained in the product. If cooling is not properly controlled, the product will not meet specifications and would
then be downgraded or scrapped.
In some processes, the high speeds and vibrations of
narrow rod or wire products make temperature measurement difficult. High-performance infrared ratio thermometers solve this problem. Even when the target drifts in and
out of the field of view or is partially obscured (by dust,
steam, or other obstacles), an IR ratio thermometer will still
provide accurate temperature measurements.
 Other processes
Infrared thermometers provide temperature measurement

solutions for every step in the steel treatment and manufacturing process, from coke ovens and blast furnaces to
annealing mills and coating mills. Temperature measurement solutions are also available for forging mills and heat
treating facilities.
R&C Instrumentation covers the full range of infrared
temperature measuring devices. Continual innovation
and new products, like the stainless steel Endurance and
Thermalert series, designed by Raytek and Ircon together,
now combined as Fluke Process Instruments, offer
solutions for all temperature measurement and monitoring
requirements. □

For more information visit: www.randci.co.za
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Measurement solutions for mining and mineral processing
As a technology leader in radiometric measurements,
reliability. Other fields of application are, for example,
Berthold provides a wide range of analysers and measin chemicals and polymers (such as in the fertiliser inurement solutions specifically designed for the mining
dustry), steel and power plants, waste and recycling, reand mineral processing industry. The product range infineries, paper, glass, and the food industry. Its product
portfolio also includes microwave measuring systems to
cludes non-contact radiometric measurement systems
determine moisture and concentration levels.
to monitor level, bulk flow, density, moisture and other
In South Africa Mecosa (Pty) Ltd is the sole representfactors. All measurement solutions are contactless and
non-intrusive. Thus, there is no exposure to process meative for Berthold Technologies.
dia and the products are unaffected by acidic, caustic,
abrasive, dusty or sticky conditions.
For more information contact Mecosa.
Berthold measurement solutions offer a number of key
Tel: +27 (0)11 257 6100
advantages that make them more reliable in critical ape-mail: measure@mecosa.co.za
Visit: www.berthold.com/mining
plications. These include:
- Online measurement: real-time process information
- Excellent reading stability: no need
for frequent recalibration
- Ruggedness: no moving parts
- High reliability: high accuracy with
good reproducibility
- Excellent sensitivity: even with low
source activities.
Berthold instruments are used in various
processes, such as measuring potassium
content in the potash industry, measuring
the density of slurries and suspensions,
the moisture in bulk solids, mass flow on
conveyors, density for dredging applications, measuring level in autoclaves, and
measuring the solids content in thickeners.
As a world leader in the technology of
radiometric measuring systems, Berthold
Technologies makes products to deliver
Berthold provides a wide range of measurement solutions designed specifically
for the mining and mineral processing industry.
outstanding measuring performance and
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New scoping software for waveform analysis

New TekScope
PC Software
with Multi-Scope
Analysis enables
engineers to
remotely view
and analyse
32-channel data
from multiple
scopes at once.

The T&M
equipment is
available online
in South Africa
and across subSaharan Africa.
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Comtest, local representative for
TEKTRONIX, has announced a new
feature in TekScope PC Software
which makes it the newest and
most
sophisticated
waveform
analysis PC software in the test and
measurement market. TekScope PC
Software with enhanced Multi-Scope Analysis allows
remote users to view and analyse data from up to 32
channels from multiple scopes at the same time in the
same interface, accelerating analysis efficiency.
Tektronix fast-tracked the development of TekScope
for customers as the global Covid-19 pandemic significantly altered how and where engineers work. As many
engineers move to off-scope environments, Tektronix’s
new Multi-Scope Analysis feature allows the engineer
to process, analyse and share data efficiently, without
having to be physically next to a scope or in the testing
environment.
A key advantage of the Multi-Scope Analysis feature
is that it enables users, working remotely, to control the
acquisition settings on all scopes simultaneously, without
the need to set up each scope individually. Customers
had asked for a solution with high resolution that can
catch very fast glitches across many channels at once.
The Multi-Scope Analysis feature on TekScope solves
that need.
Raajit Lall, Tektronix General Manager of Market
Solutions says, “Developing test applications that can
support up to 32 oscilloscope channels imposes many
feasibility challenges, long development times, and a

long time to market. TekScope bridges the gap, and helps
customers get a sense of a real 32-channel scope, all with
a user interface they are familiar with. By using the software
to connect to multiple scopes and aggregate the data into a
single place, customers can now debug multiple channels
simultaneously, which they couldn’t do before.”

Test and measurement instruments online

real-time to a laptop via Bluetooth. The RS PRO clamp
meter complies with EN61010-1, EN61010-2-032, and
EN61326-1 safety standards and meets the overvoltage
Cat III and Cat IV requirements.
The RS PRO handheld T&M instrument range also
includes the insulation tester to help technicians ensure
that wiring insulation is safe and remains undamaged
after electrical work has been completed. The RS
PRO RS14 digital multimeter is a useful instrument for
measuring capacitance, voltage, electrical current, and
resistance, and features a diode and continuity check.
Designed especially for HVAC engineers, the RS PRO
HVAC multimeter features true RMS measurements and
connects via Bluetooth to the RS PRO Connect App.
All RS PRO products and equipment have been
through high-calibre compliance and quality testing to
assure quality, durability, and consistency, and come
with the RS PRO Seal of Approval.

RS Components (RS), a trading brand of
Electrocomponents plc, a global omni-channel
solutions partner for industrial customers
and suppliers, is stocking an extensive
range of its own-brand RS PRO handheld
test and measurement (T&M) instruments for
engineers and technicians on the go. The
full range of devices provides for accurate
measurements and calibration and includes
handheld multimeters, clamp meters and voltage
indicators, voltage and current calibrators, insulation
testers, temperature calibrators, and all the necessary
accessories.
For access to awkward and hard to reach areas, the
RS PRO Flexible Clamp Meter features a flexible coil
which snakes around obstructions with ease. It also allows the technician to take a reading from a wire without touching it, which is safer and more convenient than
other methods. The instrument has a built-in data logger
that can measure ac current between 0.5 A and 3 000 A
with high accuracy. Measured data can be transferred in
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Remote oscilloscope connection
TekScope is compatible with data taken from all Tektronix
scopes so users can leverage Tektronix’s award-winning UI
and analysis features for all existing scopes. They can remotely connect to Tektronix 4/5/6 Series MSO, Tektronix 5/6
Low-Profile scopes, Tektronix DPO 70000C, 70000SX and
70000DX scopes, as well as Tektronix Bench scopes TBS
1000 and TBS 2000. Doing this, they can pull real-time data
from scopes into the TekScope PC software and conduct further analysis locally while debugging 32 channels together.
TekScope PC Software brings the power of the oscilloscope analysis environment to the PC. Users have the flexibility to perform analysis tasks including serial decode, power analysis, as well as timing, eye and jitter analysis outside
the lab. They can take data from the oscilloscopes and continue the work anywhere, easily sharing analysis results with
their colleagues.
TekScope offers customers the following key benefits in
waveform analysis.
- Convenience and productivity - TekScope allows
users to analyse waveform files from any location at
any time, taken from a variety of scopes, including
other brands, to improve working efficiency, save
time and eliminate unnecessary trips to the lab. With

For more information contact RS Components.
Visit: https://za.rs-online.com
Tel: +27 (0)11 691 9300
Email: Sales.za@rs-components.com
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TekScope users can free up the scope and allow
others to use it while they analyse and debug data
on their PCs.
- Data sharing - TekScope allows users to work
with actual data files, rather than with screenshots.
Users can zoom in on waveforms, move cursors,
measure, and more, all while sharing content with
colleagues.
- Multi-scope analysis - TekScope is designed for
users seeking a modular channel system that can
be expanded up to 32 channels. With the MultiScope licence, engineers can use TekScope with
new or existing scopes, allowing them to view and
analyse real-time data from up to 32 channels on
up to four scopes at the same time, in a centralised
place.
- Augmenting scopes – Users can enhance their
scopes with additional analysis capabilities that
they could not get otherwise with their software options on-scope. TekScope is compatible with data
taken from all Tektronix scopes so users can leverage Tektronix’s award-winning UI and analysis features for all existing scopes.
For more information contact Comtest.
Tel: +27 (0)10 595 1821, email: sales@comtest.co.za

Robust needle valve for
high-pressure applications
WIKA has added a new high-pressure
needle valve – HPNV – to its portfolio of
shut-off valves.
The new valve is designed for four pressure ranges: up to 15 000 psi (1 034 bar),
up to 20 000 psi (1 379 bar), up to 30 000 psi (2 068 bar),
and up to 60 000 psi (4 136 bar). The sensitive components – spindle tip and sealing – are made of suitably
resistant material.
The model HPNV also has the same characteristics
as the other WIKA needle valves: low-wear operation due
to the non-rotating spindle tip, smooth handling with low
torque and leak tightness tested to BS6755/ISO 5208
leakage rate A.
The high-pressure valve is available in various configurations and materials. Alternatively, WIKA offers a
customer-specific assembly of valve and measuring instruments. Referred to as ‘instrument hook-ups’ these assemblies are delivered ready-to-install and leak tested.

The new highpressure needle
valve is designed
for four pressure
ranges, up to
60 000 psi or
4 136 bar.

For more information contact WIKA Instruments.
Tel: +27 (0)11 621 0000, email: sales.za@wika.com
Visit: www.wika.co.za
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Leading the way in proximity
detection systems
South African company Booyco Electronics pioneered electronic proximity detection systems in the
country some 15 years ago, primarily for the mining industry. Leigh Darroll spoke to GM Engineering,
Bennie Smith, to understand how the technology has evolved to meet increasingly stringent safety
standards in mining – and to serve other sectors where people and big mobile machines work in
proximity to each other.

S

mith says, for Booyco, since it started on this journey,
its focus has always been ‘Zero Harm and Safety
First’; and within that overarching focus, it is people
first, then vehicles, then on-site infrastructure. “Our PDS
systems are designed to prevent collisions between people
and vehicles, or between vehicles, and in some instances
also to protect on-site infrastructure from big moving
equipment. For example, gensets and/or control panels on
mine sites are often substantial investments that need to be
protected.
“In a mining environment, operators of big mobile
machines are usually working in very harsh, often dark, and
dusty environments, and on such big machines there are
inevitably blind spots. The electronic PDS system raises
the alert, lets the operator know if there are people nearby,
or even around the corner (in our systems that incorporate
rock penetration), if there is another vehicle approaching,
or if the operator is close to protected infrastructure.”
Booyco developed the technology originally for the
mining industry. It is also now used in quarrying and is
adaptable to other industries such as forestry, agriculture,

or materials handling – anywhere that big mobile machines
present a hazard to people working on the same site.

Home-grown technology
When Booyco started out in 2006, it began using German
technology which it adapted and modified to suit South
African conditions. However, Smith points out that the
mining environment in South Africa differs in many ways
from that in Germany or much of Europe, and Booyco
began developing its own electronics, audio and visual
systems to meet local industry needs.
He highlights that different communications technologies
apply for surface and underground mines. “PDS based
on satellite technology can be used in many surface
applications where satellite communications can be easily
accessed. This is a well-established technology; most of
us are familiar with GPS systems that use satellite access;
the technology is quite stable, reasonably accurate for the
purpose, and cost-effective.
“However, as soon as we go into a building or
underground, we lose access to satellite communications.
In underground mining, a different technology is required
for detection and protection. This operates as effectively in
harsh and dusty surface mining, collieries, quarrying and
similar rough environments.”
Booyco has taken the lead in developing technology
that now meets Levels 7, 8, and 9 of the EMESRT safety
protocols set out by the Earth Moving Equipment Safety
Round Table. (Initiated in Australia, the EMESRT is a global
organisation involving major mining companies. It engages
with key original equipment manufacturers in the mining
industry to advance the design of equipment to improve
safety in mining operations and maintenance.)
Smith highlights that Booyco has developed its
technology in-house, through its own investments in
research and development, and the latest PDS system is
mostly South African.

How does the technology work?
South Africa is a global leader in safety regulations as they relate to
proximity detection and collision avoidance.
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He outlines in simple terms how the technology works, considering a typical mining site as an example.
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At a glance


In harsh, often dark, and dusty mining environments, the electronic PDS
system raises the alert for mobile machine operators and pedestrians, if
they are too close to each other.



Booyco Electronics has taken the lead in developing technology that now
meets Levels 7, 8, and 9 of the EMESRT safety protocols.



The system for each site is deployed based on the mine’s traffic
management plan and the risk assessment related to this.

Assembling components which make up the Booyco PDS system.

Safety between people and vehicles
The PDS creates an electromagnetic field around each
vehicle or mobile machine fitted with the equipment in the
fleet operating at each site. And each miner either carries
an electronic pocket tag, or more often now, the tag is incorporated into the miners’ cap lamps, together with an audio buzzer and LED light. Each tag also has an individual
identity. More advanced communications can include more
sensors on the machinery, and provide greater accuracy, to
meet the required safety standards stipulated by the mine.
These will affect costs.
The system for each site is deployed based on the mine’s
traffic management plan and the risk assessment related to
this, with the aim to keep machines and people as far apart
as practically possible (whether moving at different times or
on different paths), except when it comes to maintenance
of the machines.
Current Booyco PDS technology can effectively detect
up to 20 people simultaneously who may be near a moving
vehicle. The driver or operator of the vehicle may not be
able to see them in the darkness underground, but the
Booyco PDS will raise an alert.
In each vehicle a BHU – Booyco Host Unit – is installed.
This includes a visual display which will indicate to the
driver/operator if there are one, two or however many
people nearby, and in which direction they are. The full
colour visual display and LCD screen provide for green,
yellow and red zoning, indicating to the driver the proximity
of the people and the respective risk level.
At the same time the pedestrians, each with their own
electronic tag, are warned that they are close to a moving
vehicle, in the green zone, and they should be alert, looking
and listening for it.
If the pedestrians walk in the wrong direction and closer
to the moving vehicle, the risk zoning shifts to yellow for
them and for the operator of the vehicle. Depending on
the operating environment and the safety specifications
for the site (at Level 7, 8, or 9 per EMESRT), the vehicle
can be instructed automatically to slow to a crawl speed,
which may range from 40 km/h (for surface mines) to as
low as 3 km/h (underground). This speed is calculated
automatically by the BHU in line with the safety level

Attention to detail in the assembly ensures a quality end product.

applied, parameters configured for each vehicle OEM and
type, and the customer’s requirements.
The red zone comes into play when the distance
between pedestrians and the moving vehicle becomes
critical. At sites where Safety Level 9 is in force, if the risk
of collision reaches a ‘point of significant risk and danger’,
the PDS will automatically instruct the vehicle to bring it to a
safe stop, or if need be, an emergency stop.
“This goes back to our commitment to Zero Harm,”
Smith says.
The BHU has the computing power to log all data and
events through daily operations, and the company has
developed its own Booyco Electronics Asset Management
System, BEAMS, which monitors all logged data and
events. In maintenance reviews, the data can be shown
as a heat map. This will highlight areas of recurring risks,
indicating for example, hazards in the traffic management

EMESRT Safety levels 7, 8, 9
Level 7 – green – is the alert level: alerts mobile machine operators and pedestrians that they are close by and should look out
for and/or move away from each other.
Level 8 – yellow – is the advisory level: going beyond the alert signals, it includes advisory information, indicating in which direction
the people or other vehicles are and advising machine operators
to slow down, or stop.
Level 9 – red – additionally introduces intervention engineering
control measures, which will give instructions to the machine or
vehicle’s onboard control system to slow down, or bring it to a
safe stop, or if necessary, an emergency stop.
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The Booyco CXS provides for end users to achieve Level 9
compliance.

plan, which can then be adjusted to reduce the risk and
improve safety.
Smith points out that it is also important to avoid
unnecessary warnings which would interrupt the flow of
operations and impact negatively on productivity. Hence,
implementation must be scaled according to the significant
risks (as defined through the risk assessment) and
operational requirements on each site, and the PDS alerts
and interventions – the green, yellow, red zones – will be
aligned with that.

Safety between vehicles
Each vehicle has a set of sensors and an individual identification. The proximity detection system provides for broadcast communications between vehicles: including each
vehicle’s id, speed, and distance or proximity. Generally,
vehicles are travelling faster than pedestrians, and the approaching speed of two vehicles will be the sum of their
respective travelling speeds. This means a longer range
is needed for vehicle to vehicle detection and the relative
risk calculations. The safety zones are sized accordingly –
green, yellow, red – and in turn, settings are configured for
vehicles to be instructed to be slowed automatically to a
crawl or brought to a stop as applicable.
Of course, as pedestrians and vehicle operators receive
warnings, ideally they can change direction or slow down
the vehicles themselves.
However, as another example, Smith sets a scenario
where there may be a stationary rig on the route taken by a
moving vehicle. The rig is at a standstill and has no lights
on, so the driver/operator of the moving vehicle cannot see
it. In such an instance, the PDS will warn the operator of the
moving vehicle of this potential risk in the traffic path so the
operator can respond appropriately.

Meeting mining safety standards
Booyco has developed its PDS technology to meet the
EMESRT Safety Levels 7, 8 and 9. Not all mines currently
operate at Level 9. Different levels of functionality – to meet
the different safety levels – affect the costs of vehicle equipment. Smith says where mines are operating at Levels 7 or
8, some collisions do still occur but there are considerably
fewer accidents than was historically the case. He says it
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is clear that Booyco’s PDS technology contributes to saving
lives. Where incidents occur, logs are pulled and the origin
of the problem can be identified.
Regarding maintenance he emphasises that the PDS
electronics equipment is operating in extreme mining
conditions and is highly sophisticated, and Booyco
recommends a regular maintenance service where, among
other things, all downloads of the data logged on the BHUs
are handled by Booyco technicians, at agreed service
intervals. All mines usually have a maintenance programme
which sees vehicles brought into the service workshop once
a month or once a week, or daily. PDS equipment should be
checked and maintained in line with this programme. The
same applies for all miners’ cap lamps and tags.
South Africa has taken the lead globally in adopting
the EMESRT safety protocols and incorporating these
advanced safety levels into legislation. By the end of
2020, the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy’s
(DMRE’s) Mining Health & Safety Regulations became
enforceable by law.
It is expected that by the end of 2025, all mines globally
will be required to meet Level 9 safety measures. The
EMESRT safety standards have now been used in adoption
of the ISO 21815 standard, the international standard for
interfacing with earth moving equipment. This also requires
the use of the CAN bus communications protocol so that
the systems can be used universally.
Booyco is a world leader in developing PDS technology
certified to Level 9 safety. All its equipment has been tested
locally by VDG (Vehicle Dynamics Group) at Gerotek,
which itself is recognised as a world leader in third party
testing, verification and certification of advanced electronic
technologies, vehicle evaluation and equipment for quality
and performance.
Smith adds that, as far as he is aware, Booyco has the
largest footprint of installed PDS systems and support
technicians in South Africa, across all mining operations,
collectively including underground coal, underground hard
rock and surface operations.
As well as its leading technology, Booyco offers additional
services to customers using its asset management system
BEAMS: monitoring safety logs and incidents, ensuring the
equipment is maintained in good working order, analysing
data to assist customers with risk management, and
reviewing or adjusting traffic management plans to optimise
production and reduce risk.
With the EMESRT agreed safety best practices to be
implemented by mining houses globally by 2025, Booyco
is seeing growing interest in its PDS systems, with enquiries
coming in from across Africa, South America, the USA,
Europe, and Australia. The company sees significant
opportunities emerging to export its technology and to
grow globally. □
For more information visit: www.BooycoElectronics.co.za
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Quality standards support safety in power transmission
Leading supplier of bearings and power transmission
products across Southern Africa, Bearings International (BI), is up to date with the latest quality standards, including: ISO 9001-2015, ISO 14001-2015 and
OHSAS 18001‑2007. This is thanks to the services provided by the BSI Group South Africa, reports BI SHEQ
Manager Peter Oliphant.
BSI (British Standards Institution) is a business standards company that equips businesses with the solutions
to turn best practice standards into habits of excellence.
Established in 1901, BSI was the world’s first national
standards body and a founding member of the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO).
It facilitates business improvement around the world
by helping its clients drive performance, manage risk
and grow sustainably through the adoption of international management systems standards, many of which
were originated by BSI.
Using the services provided by BSI, BI can integrate
the full scope of its required standards. It also means
that management takes accountability for the company’s
overall quality system, ensuring that respective policies
and objectives are in place and aligned with the company’s strategy.
Valid for a period of three years, the BSI certification
places a greater emphasis on senior managers becoming involved in the management system. This broader
approach mitigates risk, ensures documented information and a more flexible approach. The main benefits for
end users are improved customer satisfaction, efficient
service delivery and a greater competitive advantage.
Oliphant says, “We are committed to the quality of our
products and services and we guarantee environmental

Celebrating BI’s accreditation on quality and safety standards:
Widor Grobbelaar, Financial Director; Ernie Smith – Hudaco
Portfolio Executive; and Bart Schoevaerts, Managing Director, BI.

compliance and the health and safety of our staff. The
end result is improved operational efficiency and labour
productivity that translates into increased competitiveness combined with reduced risk.”
BSI continues support to BI by communicating
updates on the relevant ISO standards and providing
training on how to maintain the systems. BI has been
accredited since 2006, on quality, environmental, health
and safety and corporate social responsibility standards.
Oliphant notes: “The benefit of ongoing accreditation is
not only in supporting confidence in the products and
services we supply, it also references the backup and
technical expertise we can provide to our customers.”
For more information contact BI.
Tel: +27 (0)11 899 0000, email: info@bearings.co.za
Visit: www.bearings.co.za

Advanced protection systems for rotating machinery
Istec, based in the Netherlands, has announced a partnership with PREI Instrumentation to distribute and support its advanced protection and monitoring systems
for rotating machinery in the South African market. PREI
extends Istec’s product philosophy and endeavours to
maximise the value generation of rotating machinery.
Decades of experience with protecting and monitoring
critical parameters on these machines creates a strong
synergy between the companies.
The partnership includes the distribution and support
of protection systems for two critical parameters: speed
and rod drop.
The SpeedSys 200 is a SIL-rated overspeed detection
system for rotating machinery that delivers the core layer
of protection with a compact architecture.
The RecipSys 200 is a compact rod drop monitoring
system for reciprocating compressors that delivers realtime data on rider band wear.
PREI, situated in Alberton, south of Johannesburg, re-

flects its extensive experience with rotating machinery in
its wide understanding of speed and vibration applications. This makes the company an ideal partner to supply
and support customers with these systems. Its expertise
in measuring these critical parameters allows Prei to offer the long-term support that customers expect.
Istec, based in the Netherlands, is a speed and vibration sensing expert with a wide understanding of
functional safety. In its products it aims to ensure maximum value generation in critical rotating machinery
with minimal financial and technical impact. By taking
scalability and modularity to new levels, Istec bridges
the gaps between what can and cannot be protected.
Every Istec product is designed to meet the increasing
(SIL-driven) demands of industrial applications and taps
into its 50 years of experience in the industry.

SpeedSys 200
is a SIL-rated
overspeed
detection system
for rotating
machinery.

For more information contact Prei Instrumentation.
Tel: +27 (0)11 867 5001, visit: www.prei.co.za
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New safety gear for arc flash protection
Leading local safety wear manufacturer Bova, a BBF
Safety Group brand, has launched its range of Bova Arc
Flash Protection garments. The range has been designed
to provide the best balance of inherent protection against
the hazards of an arc flash, in lightweight, comfortable and
durable garments.
An arc flash is the sudden release of electrical energy
through the air which occurs when a high-voltage gap
exists and there is a breakdown between conductors. This
release of energy takes form as an explosion that creates
intense heat, force, noise and light. Temperatures have
been recorded as high as 20 000°C, and it is the intense
heat and flames that can cause fatal burns – the risk of
which is greatly reduced by using the correct personal
protection gear.
The Bova ARC range incorporates Beier’s I-ARC fabric,
an innovative solution in thermal protection fabrics that
was developed in collaboration with LENZING™, a global
leader in inherently flame resistant (FR) fibres.
The I-ARC material gives the Bova Arc range a
significant advantage in both comfort and the FR protection
it provides, as this is built into the fabric. The Bova brand
prides itself on being ‘engineered with purpose’, and the
advantage of producing garments in a fabric with inherent
FR properties, as opposed to a fabric with a chemical FR

treatment, was key to the
new range. Materials
with
inherent
FR
properties
maintain
these qualities, they
cannot wash or wear
away. The fabrics
also offer strong The new range of
abrasion resistance arc flash protective
gear is lightweight,
and low shrinkage.
“Working
with comfortable and
power
generation durable.
and distribution, maintenance technicians and electrical
contractors don’t always realise how important it is to wear
the right protective garments. An arc flash is extremely
dangerous and can affect people as far as seven metres
away from the blast. The shorter a person’s exposure to the
flame, the better the chances of survival and of less severe
injuries, which is why the garments must have the ability to self-extinguish as quickly as possible,” explains JW
Eggink, Technical Sales Specialist for Thermal Protection
at BBF Safety Group.
The standard for arc rated garments is that they can selfextinguish within two seconds, once exposure to a flame
has been removed. However, this is normally measured in
laboratory conditions on an unused garment. Bova wanted
to emulate these tests with more real-life laundering

Upgraded chairlift PLC panels increase safety

The program offers
site-specific trip
condition pictures
that automatically
indicate the area
where a fault has
occurred plus a
guide for fault
finding and access
to the circuit
diagram.
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Becker Mining South Africa recently launched an upgraded
chairlift Programmable Logix Controller (PLC) panel that
enhances the reliability of Becker chairlift systems. The
chairlift systems are used around the world to transport
personnel on mines safely.
The locally manufactured chairlift PLC panels, which
are programmed to show trip conditions on a chairlift
system automatically, comply with South Africa’s stringent
regulations as detailed in the Department of Mineral
Resources and Energy’s (DMRE’s) Mine Health and Safety
Act.
“The new Becker PLC panel features a user-friendly
12-inch display that clearly indicates a trip condition
and guides the user in quick and easy fault finding. This
is a critical safety advantage in the mining sector,” says
Tom Searle, Senior General
Manager: Capital, Becker
Mining South Africa. “The
upgraded PLC panel, with
expandable options, uses
an intelligent pull key system
to show all trip conditions.
Critical chairlift information
–
including
emergency
contact
details,
wired
diagram drawings and a
parts list – is installed on the
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PLC panel and can be easily updated at any time.
“The program on the PLC has site-specific trip condition
pictures that automatically indicate the area where a fault
has occurred and also includes pictures of the actual
components. For user convenience, next to these pictures
is a guide for fault finding and immediate access to the
circuit diagram drawing. The system also provides
technical support contact details and, to assist our
customers with easy ordering of the correct spares, a list of
components used in that specific panel, with allocated part
numbers, is provided.
“If users want to upgrade the system further, they have
the option of connecting the chairlift panel to the control
room via installed networks. The PLC can then connect to
a surface system, allowing it to send an SMS to designated
numbers, in the event of trip conditions. The user is also
able to log in remotely to view these trip conditions and
send out technicians to assist with breakdowns.”
Becker Mining South Africa’s chairlift systems are
designed to transport up to 900 personnel per hour, quickly,
efficiently and safely in all underground applications,
including difficult mining conditions.
The modular, low maintenance chairlift systems meet
the strict quality and safety regulations in the mining sector.
The chairlifts have a simple and robust structure. They are
installed in underground sites to travel steep inclines up to
45° and long haulages up to 2 000 m, and operate at drive

SAFETY OF PLANT, EQUIPMENT + PEOPLE : PRODUCTS + SERVICES

scenarios. It conducted internal tests on the garments
after washes with an everyday household detergent that
includes stain removal and fine print advising against
washing FR materials. Chemically treated FR fabrics as
are used in some arc garments, failed after as few as 15
washes and were burnt completely, whereas the I-ARC
fabric at 15 washes did not ignite at all. A further concern
is that the chemically treated fabrics showed no noticeable
deterioration prior to their failure.
“This is probably the scariest factor,” adds Eggink.
“Wearers may believe they are protected against potential
burns when in fact the FR treated garments may have lost
their protective ability. This highlights the major benefit of
inherently FR fabrics – as long as the garment is visibly
intact, the wearer is protected. Another important benefit in
the Bova range is the comfort factor,” he says.
The Bova ARC range offers an advantageous weightto-protection ratio in lighter weight garments across
Category 2 and Category 4. The fabric’s breathable
properties and good moisture management provide
additional comfort, ensuring the wearer can still feel cool
and dry when wearing the protective gear.

Tough electrical junction box

speeds between 1.5 m/s and 3 m/s. In emergencies, the
chairlift system can be used to transport injured workers
quickly and safely back to the surface.
Safety features include a rope slip sensor and a fail-safe
brake system, which is spring-activated and hydraulically
released on the drive wheel brake path. Secondary and
primary brakes can hold the entire out of balance load.
Other critical safety devices are the passenger override
sensor and an intelligent pull key system.

The Enviro Rectangular Junction Box, manufactured by Pratley, is Ex e and IP68 certified.
It is a tough, reinforced ten-way junction box
with 10 open and two drillable bottom entries.
Pratley Clip Retaining Blanking Plugs can be
fitted to unused entries.
Pratley Marketing Director, Eldon Kruger
says, “It is a highly versatile box with a long
list of features. It is supplied standard with an
integral earthing harness, a patented cranked
terminal rail, a clear polycarbonate or black
hinged lid, a lid gasket, four stainless steel lid screws and
an identification tag for easy circuit identification or for
quick recording by inspectors.”
The earthing harness ensures integrated earth continuity between the entries. The cranked terminal rail guarantees maximum space for quick and easy insertion of
conductors into Pratley Kwikblok® terminals. For ease of
mounting, the junction box is provided with four slotted
mounting lugs.
“Of course, like all Pratley Ex e boxes and glands, it
also incorporates a red Ex identification ring built into the
lid. This means it can be identified as an Ex box from a
distance. Both the installer and the inspector were topof-mind when we developed this product,” adds Kruger.
The junction box accepts No. 0s, No. 0 and No. 1
(20 mm) cable glands. The tough, reinforced, engineered plastic in which it is manufactured makes the
junction box completely impact- and corrosion-resistant.
If required, it can be supplied with a standard N35 rail,
on request.
The Enviro Rectangular Junction Box is accompanied
by an extensive range of Pratley electrical termination
products, including cable glands, terminals, end connectors and sleeves, electrical tapes, cable retainers
and lugs and ferrules.

For more information contact Becker Mining SA.
Tel: +27 (0)11 617 6320
Email: info@za.becker-mining.com
Visit: www.za.becker-mining.com

For more information contact Pratley.
Tel: +27 (0)11 955 2190
Email: sales@pratley.co.za
Visit: www.pratleyelectrical.com

For more information contact BBF Safety Group.
Tel: +27 (0)31 710 0400
Email: deane.nothard@bbfsafety.com
Visit: www.bova.co.za/arc
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The Enviro
Rectangular
Junction Box is a
versatile box with
10 entries and
certified for use in
Ex e areas.
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RESKILLING, UPSKILLING + TRAINING

Complimentary virtual training

A

new concept to some of us, Giving Tuesday follows
Black Friday and Cyber Monday. Established in 2012,
Giving Tuesday has over the past eight years grown from
a simple idea – a day that encourages people to do good
– into a global movement that inspires hundreds of millions
of people to give, collaborate and celebrate generosity.
Whether it is making someone smile or helping a stranger,
the movement demonstrates that every of act of generosity
counts and everyone has something to give.
In the run up to last year’s Giving Tuesday, Schneider
Electric South Africa rolled out complimentary virtual
training to its network of education partners across
Southern Africa. The digital training sessions are presented
by the company’s skilled employees and support Schneider
Electric’s continuing commitment to energy education in
the region.
In addition, through the year and as part of Schneider
Electric South Africa’s strategic focus on sustainable
development, the company donated equipment to training
partners for practical training during 2020.
This support is aligned with the United Nations’
Sustainable Development Goals 4: To ensure inclusive and
equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning
opportunities for all; and 8: To promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all.
The company’s employees were also invited on Giving
Tuesday to take part in the Schneider Electric Foundation’s
internal global Heart to Heart contest (running into 2021),
by marketing their chosen NGOs on the company’s global

VolunteerIn platform and collecting votes. The winning
NGO for each country will be awarded funding from the
foundation.
The training rollout forms part of phase three of the
Schneider Electric Foundation’s global Tomorrow Rising
campaign, launched earlier this year in response to the
impacts of the pandemic. Phase 3, aptly termed ‘Resilience’,
places the focus on supporting educational institutions with
complimentary training sessions, with most being hosted
digitally due to restrictions relating to the pandemic.
Gideon Gouws, a lecturer at Eastcape Midlands College
commented following training sessions provided to his
students during November 2020: “The training was excellent
and very professional, the presenter is undoubtedly an
expert in his field.”
Zanelle Dalglish, Director Sustainable Development and
Academy for the Anglophone Africa cluster at Schneider
Electric South Africa says, “Giving Tuesday is another way
we can offer support to our valuable training partners,
particularly in a time when access to education is critical
and yet often difficult to come by. Despite the challenges
posed by the pandemic, we have persevered. The more
than ten training courses offered included virtual courses
in EcoStruxure, other technical courses, as well as ethics.”
She adds, “We are committed to providing support with
complimentary training sessions and, following training, we
assist in seeking employment opportunities for students,
when possible, within our network. Since 2016, 13 students
from our education network have found employment with
either Schneider Electric South Africa or our partners.”
Speaking volumes of the success of the
education network is Luvo Dubulo who, after
undergoing his entrepreneurship training,
started his own business and is still affiliated
with the training partner, Vaal University of
Technology.
One of the recipients of electrical
equipment in 2020 was the University of the
Witwatersrand’s School of Electrical and
Information Engineering. “We are grateful for
the donation of the breakers from Schneider
Electric. This enables the school to keep the
Energy Laboratory in good operational order.
The role of the Energy Laboratory is invaluable
in preparing the students for the challenges
in the energy industry. It would be impossible
to sustain the laboratory without significant
industrial support,” says Professor Willie
Cronje, School of Electrical and Information
Engineering at Wits.
Luvo Dubulo, a young entrepreneur, started his own business after completing
his entrepreneurship training with one of Schneider Electric South Africa’s training
partners.
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For more information visit: www.se.com

CYBERSECURITY

Partnerships and acquisitions bolster cybersecurity
ABB and IBM collaborate
Towards the end of last year ABB and IBM announced their
collaboration focused on connecting cybersecurity and
operational technology (OT). As a first result of this collaboration, ABB has developed a new OT Security Event Monitoring Service that combines ABB’s process control system
domain expertise with IBM’s security event monitoring portfolio to help improve security for industrial operators. The
solution is already in use with early adopter customers and
is expected to be generally available in coming months
Industrial control system environments are increasingly
targeted in cyberattacks. IBM’s latest X-Force Threat Intelligence Index found that attacks on industrial and manufacturing facilities have increased by over 2 000% since 2018.
To better connect OT data with the broader IT security
ecosystem, ABB’s new Security Event Monitoring Service
allows security events from ABB to be sent to IBM’s security
information and event management platform – QRadar.
The ABB solution was designed according to a reference
architecture jointly developed by ABB and IBM. It provides
the domain knowledge needed to react swiftly to security
incidents related to process control and is especially suited
for complex industrial processes in industries such as oil,
gas, chemicals and mining.
This collaboration marks the first time that OT data and
process industry domain expertise are being brought
directly into a security information and event monitoring

(SIEM) system, providing for threats to be managed as part
of an organisation’s broader cybersecurity operations.
Robert Putman, Global Manager of Cyber Security
Service for Industrial Automation at ABB, said, “ABB’s
collaboration with IBM makes it possible to analyse process
control events in the context of security and impact to the
operational environment, delivering strong improvement in
our OT cyber threat visibility across the board.”
Disruptions of production due to a cyberattack or technical glitches can be costly in terms of lost production and
damage to physical assets. Most mature operational monitoring is focused on the performance of the asset, whether it
be a gas turbine for electricity, a drive system used to crush
ore, or monitoring of pollution output from a chemical facility.
The new ABB offering allows ABB’s process control
system data collection and forwarding technology to
harvest event log detail from ABB process control systems,
and share that information with IBM Security’s QRadar,
which uses automation and artificial intelligence to help
identify security anomalies and potential threats.
“We see the integration of these solutions as bringing
market-leading capabilities together for a singular view of
OT security,” said Dr Andreas Kühmichel, CTO, Chemicals,
Petroleum & Industrial Products, IBM.
For more information visit: www.abb.com or
www.ibm.com/security

Rockwell Automation acquires Oylo
Rockwell Automation, a global leader in industrial automation and digital transformation, last year announced it
had acquired Oylo, a privately-held industrial cybersecurity
services provider based in Barcelona, Spain. Oylo is dedicated to providing a broad range of industrial control system (ICS) cybersecurity services and solutions, including
assessments, turnkey implementations, managed services
and incident response.
Frank Kulaszewicz, Senior Vice President, Lifecycle
Services at Rockwell Automation, said, “As connected
smart devices are introduced onto the plant floor, a
comprehensive cybersecurity strategy that spans industrial
operational technology (OT) and information technology (IT)
is more critical now than ever before. We are dedicated to
the success of our customers in their Connected Enterprise
journeys, and the domain expertise that Oylo brings to
Rockwell Automation will accelerate our ability to provide
this expertise globally.”
The acquisition of Oylo demonstrates Rockwell Automation’s commitment to providing best-in-class cybersecurity
services and solutions. Oylo’s OT cybersecurity expertise
complements the IT cybersecurity expertise gained through

Rockwell Automation’s acquisition of Oylo extends its industrial OT
and IT cybersecurity services capability.

the recent acquisition of Avnet Data Security. The addition
of Oylo extends Rockwell Automation’s delivery capability
in this rapidly developing market and expands the cybersecurity services available to the industrial market.
“We look forward to continuing to serve our loyal customers and partners while expanding our services to organisations around the globe,” said Eduardo Di Monte, Founder
and CEO of Oylo.
For more information visit: www.rockwellautomation.com
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ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

Investing in industry in Africa

F

rom a solid base of local expertise and manufacturing capability, Zest WEG’s 40-year heritage has
seen it grow from its South African
base into serving 47 countries in
sub-Saharan Africa.
According to Juliano Vargas,
Chief Executive Officer of Zest WEG,
Juliano Vargas, CEO at Zest WEG.
this journey is focused on innovation, efficiency and sustainability – drawing from the values
of Brazil-based holding company WEG.
An important element of Zest WEG’s Level 1 BroadBased Black Economic Empowerment status has been its
investment in technology and skills transfer, empowering
local manufacturing operations to operate to world-class
standards. In just four years, between 2015 and 2019,
over 25 000 hours were invested in this commitment. WEG
shared expertise from its global facilities and South African
staff from Zest WEG spent time abroad upgrading their
skills.
To fund its core priority of building local expertise, Zest
WEG continues to invest well over the 6% of payroll required by regulations. Its bursary programme will soon see
the graduation of a third qualified electrical engineer, who
can be recruited into the company.
The process has supported the incorporation of WEG’s
global manufacturing productivity logic into the South
African business, and the latest equipment and software
systems were installed to further raise the bar. This has
allowed Zest WEG to reach close to a 90% local content
capability for some of its transformers manufactured in
South Africa, and over 70% local content capability for
other products, including E-houses and electrical panels.
“This provides important supply chain security for our

Artist’s rendition of the company’s planned new purpose-built
head office.
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Zest WEG’s local automation manufacturing facility.

customers, especially during periods of global economic
disruption like the Covid-19 pandemic,” says Vargas. “We
are also less exposed to market fluctuations and this gives
us and our customers significant cost savings and greater
cost certainty.”
When South Africa’s national lockdown began in March
2020, Zest WEG was able to adapt quickly to new conditions and continue delivering value to customers. By the
2020 year-end, 230 of its 700 full-time employees were
working efficiently from well-established home offices.
Enhancing the supply chain has also seen considerable
investment in local suppliers, where the company’s focus
on enterprise development is an important aspect of becoming independent and constantly raising its competitive
advantage.
From this springboard, the drive into Africa has been
strengthened. The company’s subsidiary in Ghana
has already been in operation for a decade, and Value
Added Resellers (VARs) now represent Zest WEG and its
products in over 20 African countries. In this way, Zest
WEG has a presence in Angola, Botswana, Cameroon,
Democratic Republic of Congo, Eswatini, Gabon, Ivory
Coast, Kenya, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania,
Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Republic of
Congo, Rwanda, Senegal, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and
Zimbabwe.
“Our priority in Africa is to be locally represented by
competent teams who understand the culture and language in individual countries,” Vargas says. “These teams
are skilled in assessing customer requirements so we can

ENGINEERING THE FUTURE

E-House assembly at Zest WEG’s Heidelberg facility.

provide solutions that deliver optimal performance and reliability at reduced energy levels.”
The VARs represent a core element of Zest WEG’s
growth strategy in sub-Saharan Africa, and are essential
partners in building the capacity required for Africa’s economic future. In line with what the company has achieved
in South Africa, the VARs are the vehicles through which it
is rooting itself in other African countries. This goes handin-hand with skills transfer and support in supply logistics,
making VARs proud ambassadors of WEG’s full offering of
products and services.
The target market for the VARs, while traditionally focused on mining, is broadening into other fields including
oil and gas, agriculture, water, cement and general industry.
WEG’s global success in all industrial sectors has allowed
the group to develop a range of industry-specific product
portfolios. With their growing knowledge of these products,
and their familiarity with local markets, VARs are opening
the door to an increasing number of exciting opportunities.
In South Africa, Zest WEG continues to expand its local
manufacturing capability, with plans for increased capacity in large-scale transformers and medium voltage drives
as an example. Investment is also being directed into new
manufacturing activities in Gauteng.

The company has extensive, local, transformer manufacturing
capabilities.

Large transformers are manufactured at the Heidelberg facility.

Signalling that Zest WEG is gearing up for a big step
forward, Vargas says the company’s head office is relocating
to a new 24 000 m2 facility near its current premises in Linbro
Park. Alongside other initiatives, he says, this consolidation
is paving the way for further enhancing productivity and
sustainability in the company.
“Our customers and our people remain the centre of
our focus,” he says. “Our continued expansion of markets
and diversification of offerings take place with this front-ofmind.”
Ongoing interaction with WEG Brazil facilitates technology transfer
effectively.

For more information visit: www.zestweg.com
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WRITE @ THE BACK

Smart infrastructure for African cities

I

n the context of the global pandemic, the effects of climate change are in sharp focus, pressing for attention to
the resultant widespread environmental and human health
challenges. These concerns of our society are accentuated by the desperate need for employment and economic
development. In response to this, the core focus of South
Africa’s development initiatives going forward must be on
sustainable solutions for people and our planet. Consulting Engineers South Africa CEO Chris Campbell joined the
proceedings of the Sustainability Summit 2020, staged virtually in early December, where he participated in the panel
discussion on ‘What does smart infrastructure mean in the
context of African cities?’
The discussion was chaired by attorney, facilitator
and consultant, Brandon Abdinor, who posed thoughtprovoking questions regarding the unique context in
Africa and South Africa with regard to smart city goals. An
overarching theme emerging from the discussion was that
‘smart’ does not necessarily mean ‘technology’. Panellists
shared the view that smart infrastructure is that which is
sustainable, appropriate, and caters to the needs of South
Africa’s multifaceted spatial landscape.
The panellists included:
- Dumisa Ngwenya, Head of Research and Innovation,
Sentech
- Chris Campbell, CEO, Consulting Engineers South
Africa (CESA)
- Hiten Parmer, Director, uYilo National eMobility Programme
- Lawrence P Juku, Executive Head, Centre of Excellence, Vodacom IoT Africa
- Noel Mashayamombe, Head Decorative Technology,
Plascon
- Najwah Allie-Edries, Head of the Jobs Fund
- Shamima Timol, Senior Consultant, Hatch.
Timol provided a helpful lens through which to view infrastructure development. “Fundamentally, we are trying to
solve human challenges with smart infrastructure. ‘Smart’
needs to be timeless, it needs to transcend generations
and political boundaries to create tangible value. It is not

just about technology and convenience, but about meeting
the needs of our people in a sustainable manner.”
Ngwenya was in firm agreement with this, saying South
Africa’s smart infrastructure needs to integrate the varied
elements of our country, specifically the differences in the
urban, suburban and rural environments. “A huge part of
this is our transport infrastructure, which – if adequately addressed – could be instrumental in revitalising economic
opportunities.”
CESA CEO Chris Campbell addressed some sensitive
but vital aspects of smart city development, stating that it
will require smart governance, leadership and innovation.
“Our cities are far from being smart cities and the pandemic has highlighted our shortfalls while also spurring the urgency of smart initiatives.” He said while the private sector pivoted using technology to remain operational during
lockdown, public sector clients were missing critical infrastructure to enable them to adapt to the new hybrid working
environment. “Connectivity is the core enabler and I think
government can see this as a lesson learnt this year. There
is now a growing understanding that technology is not just
a status symbol – it is a tool for mobility and continuity.”
Despite the country’s shortfalls in some regards,
Campbell noted Africa’s young population as an advantage
which should be leveraged. “Many countries are facing
aging populations and here we have youth on our side –
young people who are dynamic and can help us achieve our
smart goals. Even in informal settlements, you can see our
country’s young people are connected and tech-savvy. If we
can improve our education system to leverage this capacity,
we stand a chance of lowering our Gini coefficient towards
a more equal society.” He said that achieving a smart city
is not a one-stop process but a journey which will require
appropriately skilled individuals to carry progress forward.
Also on the topic of youth, Allie-Edries addressed youth
unemployment and the claims that infrastructure development will help curb this. “The Jobs Fund has found that
infrastructure development alone is not enough to create
jobs. More realistically, infrastructure provides the foundation for job creation activities.”
Other panellists discussed the policy and regulatory environment, with Parmer stating that implementation is fundamental if we are to achieve the National Development
Plan 2030 vision for sustainable transport, to promote a
low-carbon economy by offering transport alternatives that
minimise environmental harm. “Mass urbanisation presents
many challenges to our current infrastructure as well as
our environment. If we are to rise to these challenges, we
need an enabling regulatory and policy landscape.” Juku
also touched on the transport concern, citing the country’s
backlog of maintenance and the failing rail network. “We
should be smart in our refurbishments, and take into consideration the needs of the future.”
For more information visit: www.cesa.co.za
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Committed to Quality

Distribution Boards

Power Supplies

Changeover Switches

Filter Fans

Safety Mats & Barriers

Linear Potentiometers

Soft Starters

VSDs

Encoder Couplings

Terminal Boxes

Wall-Mounted

Modular Floor-Standing

Human Machine Interface

Mild Steel and Stainless Steel

Single Door and Double Door
Mild Steel and Stainless Steel

Single Door and Double Door
Mild Steel and Stainless Steel

Control Desks and Console
Systems

Filter Fans

Panel Coolers

Panel Lights

Panel Heaters

Panel filter fans with filter

Door or Wall-Mount Air-Conditioners

LED Panel Lights

Fan and Semiconductor Heaters

A Complete Enclosure Range

Fuji FRENIC AC Drives
Low Voltage - 400V

Fuji

High Performance AC Drives
Ace Series, single phase, 220V, With EMC Filter
Model

Phase

Voltage

(kW) ND

FRN0001E2E-7GA
FRN0002E2E-7GA
FRN0003E2E-7GA
FRN0005E2E-7GA
FRN0008E2E-7GA
FRN0011E2E-7GA

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single

220
220
220
220
220
220

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.75
1.5
2.2

Ace Series, single phase, 220V, With EMC Filter
Model

Phase

Voltage

(kW) ND

FRN0002E2E-4GA
FRN0004E2E-4GA
FRN0006E2E-4GA
FRN0007E2E-4GA
FRN0012E2E-4GA
FRN0022E2E-4E (*)
FRN0029E2E-4E (*)
FRN0037E2E-4E (*)
FRN0044E2E-4E (*)
FRN0059E2E-4E
FRN0072E2E-4E
FRN0085E2E-4E
FRN0105E2E-4E
FRN0139E2E-4E
FRN0168E2E-4E
FRN0203E2E-4E
FRN0240E2E-4E
FRN0290E2E-4E
FRN0361E2E-4E
FRN0415E2E-4E
FRN0520E2E-4E
FRN0590E2E-4E

Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three
Three

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400

0.75
1.5
2.2
3
5.5
11
15
18.5
22
30
37
45
55
75
90
110
132
160
200
220
280
315

Bene ts
10 Year Design Life
- IGBT
- Cooling Fans
- DC Bus Capacitors

Time Saving
- Easy to Install
- Easy to Start-up
- Easy to use Keypad
- Easy to Maintain

Competitive Pricing
Advanced Energy Saving

Fairford Soft Starters
Low Voltage
PFE Series
Cost effective starter for small AC induction motors
Voltage

Amps

Output

Up to 460Vac

2.7 - 41A

2.2 - 22kW

Agility Series
Agile Soft Starters
Voltage

Amps

Output

Up to 600Vac

17 -361A

4 - 250kW

Synergy Series
Intelligent Motor Controller
Voltage

Amps

Output

Up to 480Vac

17 -1080A

7.5 - 630kW

Optimised Application Setup
Easy set-up within 1 minute
Pre-set Applications
Up to 40 Starts per hour

Integrated Bypass
Life Event Logging
Full Motor Protection

Soft Starters that Work

MODULAR

ELSTEEL
ENCLOSURES

Modular Expandable Distribution Boards

Expandable
to the left

Size (mm)

No. of ways

Rows

Ways per row

400 x 600
400 x 800
400 x 1000

2
3
4

36
54
72

18
18
18

600 x 600
600 x 800
600 x 1000

2
3
4

58
87
116

29
29
29

Expandable
to the Right

Welded distribution boards with modular features
Top or bottom entry
Expandable left and right
Wall mounted or oor standing

Normand Filter Fans
Ventilation units with filter

Model

FAN12BN0B
FAN12CN0B
FAN23BN0B
FAN23CN0B
FAN25BN0B
FAN25CN0B
FAN35BN0B
FAN35CN0B
FAN39BN0B
FAN39CN0B

Power Supply V ~ Hz

Size (HxWxD)

230 1~ 50-60
115 1~ 50-60
230 1~ 50-60
115 1~ 50-60
230 1~ 50-60
115 1~ 50-60
230 1~ 50-60
115 1~ 50-60
230 1~ 50-60
115 1~ 50-60

150x150x67
150x150x67
250x250x102
250x250x102
250x250x114
250x250x114
325x325x153
325x325x153
325x325x118
325x325x118

Air-flow (m³/h)

57 - 61
57 - 61
115 - 125
115 - 125
230 - 262
230 - 262
520 - 580
520 - 580
920 - 940
920 - 940

Normand Changeover Switches
Automatic & Manual Changeover Switches
Suitable for Single Phase and Three Phase
MTS

ATS

Manual Changeover Switches

Automatic Changeover Switches

Specs
Model
NOR-MTS YGLZ1-160/160A/4PJ
NOR-MTS YGLZ1-250/250A/4PJ
NOR-MTS YGLZ1-400/400A/4PJ
NOR-MTS YGLZ1-630/630A/4PJ
NOR-MTS YGLZ1-1000/1000A/4PJ
NOR-MTS YGLZ1-1250/1250A/4PJ

Specs
Poles
4
4
4
4
4
4

Amps
160
250
400
630
1000
1250

This is a low-cost option without compromising quality and safety.
Handle on switch. Extended handle is available.
Two sets of auxiliary contacts can be assembled.

Model
NOR ATS - 0100 GA-4P-100A
NOR ATS - 0160 GA-4P-160A
NOR ATS - 0250 GA-4P-250A
NOR ATS - 0400 GA-4P-400A
NOR ATS - 0630 GA-4P-630A
NOR ATS - 0800 GA-4P-800A
NOR ATS - 01000 GA-4P-1000A/4P
NOR - 1250 GA-4P

Poles
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Amps
100
160
250
400
630
800
1000
1250

Normand Power Supplies, UPS
and Battery Chargers
24Vdc Switching Power Supply
Switching Power Supplies - Input 115 230 Vac
Part No.

Input Vac

Output Vdc

Amps

FLEX 9042A
FLEX28024A
FLEX50024A
FLEX6005A

115 - 230
115 - 230
115 - 230
115 - 230

24
24
24
5

5
12
22
5

Switching Power Supplies - Selectable Voltage Input 230-400-500 Vac,
2 and 3 phase
Part No.

Description

Output Vdc

Amps

FLEX 9042B
FLEX28024B
FLEX50024A

230 - 400 - 500
230 - 400 - 500
230 - 400 - 500

24
24
24

5
14
25

Battery Chargers
Battery Charger and Battery Tester - Selectable Voltage Outputs
Part No.

Input Vac

Output Selectable

CB12245A
CB122410A

220V
220V

12 Vdc - 6A - 120W or 24 Vdc - 5A - 120W
12 Vdc - 15A - 270W or 24 Vdc - 10A - 270W

UPS with DC Output
This Unit is a Battery Charger and UPS - All-in-one
220Vac in and 12Vdc out
Part No.

Input Vac

Output

CBI126A
CBI1210A
CBI1235A

220V
220V
220V

12Vdc, 6A, 72W
12Vdc, 10A, 120W
12Vdc, 35A, 420W

Safety Mats
People and Machinery Safety Equipment

PVC Safety Mats - Complete with alluminium edges (Not Fixed)
Part No.

Description

Size (mm)

T01/500/500/3000/BS
T01/500/1000/3000/BS
T02/1000/1000/3000/BS
T02/1000/1500/3000/BS
T03/1500/1000/3000/BS
T0/1500/1500/3000/BS

PVC Safety mat with 3m, 4 core cable.
PVC Safety mat with 3m, 4 core cable.
PVC Safety mat with 3m, 4 core cable.
PVC Safety mat with 3m, 4 core cable.
PVC Safety mat with 3m, 4 core cable.
PVC Safety mat with 3m, 4 core cable.

500 x 500
500 x 1000
1000 x 1000
1000 x 1500
1500 x 1000
1500 x 1500

Control Box
Part No.

Description

PS-3/A5
PS-3-56/A5

Din rail mount 24 Vdc
IP 54 Encosure 24 Vdc

EFESTO 4 Safety Barriers
Finger Detection - Resolution 14mm - Range 0.5 .. 6m
Model
EF-d-0240 A
EF-d-1100 A
EF-d-1500 A
EF-d-2000 A

No. of Beams

Protection Height

Barrier Height

24
108
156
204

254
1094
1574
2054

316
1156
1636
2116

Hand Detection - Resolution 40mm - Range 6 .. 30m
Model
EF-d-0300 BL
EF-d-1100 BL *
EF-d-2200 BL

No. of Beams

Protection Height

Barrier Height

12
45
90

329
1121
2201

368
1160
2240

Body Detection - Resolution 60mm - Range 6 .. 30m
Model
EF -d - 1500 CL

No. of Beams

Protection Height

Barrier Height

30

1507

1520

Interface Module
REL 021 D Module with reset key and output state lamp for EF-d

A full range of accessories are available for easy installation

Linear Potentiometers

Sliding Rod Potentiometer

Body

Stroke
30-1000mm

Resistance
5k-10k

Round Body Potentiometer

Body
Round
38mm OD

Stroke
50-700mm

Resistance
5k-10k

Body
Slim
18 x 24,7mm

Stroke
10-100mm

Resistance
2k-5k

Body

Stroke
Resistance
100-1250mm 10k

Slim Series Potentiometer

Body
Stroke
Slim
10-300mm
18 x 24,7mm

Resistance
2k-5k-10k

Body

Stroke
30-150mm

Resistance
5k-10k

Slim Series Potentiometer with Rod Ends

Body
Slim
18 x 24,7mm

Stroke
10-300mm

Resistance
2k-5k-10k

Replace any style Potentiometer

Huco Encoder Couplings
High Precision Encoder Couplings
Flex B

Flex M

Stainless Steel Bellows General Encoder Couplings

Model
537.20.2222
536.26.2222
536.26.3232
538.26.3232
538.26.3535
538.34.3232
536.34.3838
538.41.4242

Length
31 mm
37.5 mm
37.5 mm
54.3 mm
54.3 mm
57 mm
40 mm
71.4 mm

Ø
20 mm
26 mm
26 mm
26 mm
26 mm
34 mm
34 mm
41 mm

Bore Size
6-6 mm
6-6 mm
10-10 mm
10-10 mm
12-12 mm
10-10 mm
14-14 mm
16-16 mm

Flexible Membrane High Precision Encoder Couplings

Model
466.19.2222
466.26.2222
466.33.3232
466.33.2222
466.33.3235
466.41.4242

Oldham

Length
15.9 mm
22 mm
28.4 mm
28.4 mm
48 mm
48 mm
50.8 mm
78 mm

Ø
12.7 mm
19.1 mm
25.4 mm
25.4 mm
33.3 mm
33.3 mm
41.3 mm
57.1 mm

Ø
19.2 mm
25.6 mm
33.5 mm
33.5 mm
33.5 mm
41.5 mm

Bore Size
6-6 mm
6-6 mm
10-10 mm
6-6 mm
10-12 mm
16-16 mm

Flexible Beam

Oldham Lateral Offset General Use Couplings

Model
232.13.2222
235.19.2222
234.25.2222
234.25.3232
245.33.3232
456H33.2828
452H41.4242
452H57.4242

Length
26.8 mm
28.4 mm
40.1 mm
40.1 mm
40.1 mm
48.5 mm

Bore Size
6-6 mm
6-6 mm
6-6 mm
10-10 mm
10-10 mm
8-8 mm
16-16 mm
16-16 mm

Flexible Beam Economy Encoder Couplings

Model
707.13.2222
727.19.2222
727.19.2232
727.25.3232
727.32.3232

Length
22.9 mm
26.5 mm
26.5 mm
38.1 mm
57.2 mm

Ø
12.7 mm
19.1 mm
19.1 mm
25.4 mm
31.8 mm

Bore Size
6-6 mm
6-6 mm
6-10 mm
10-10 mm
10-10 mm

Programmable Incremental Encoders
Programmable up to 16,384 PPR
Voltage Range 4.75-30Vdc
Compact Size 36mm to 58mm Ø
High Shock and Vibration Resistance

Robust Heavy Industrial Encoders
Industrial Duty
Heavy Durt
Mill Duty
Hollow Shaft
Solid Shaft
Built-in Advanced Diagnostics

DC Tachogenerators
Part No.
TDP0,2LT-4B10
TDP0,2LT-4B3
TDP0,2LT-3B10
TDP0,2LT-3B3
KTD50-6B10
KTD50-10B10
KTD3-2B10
KTD3-3B10
KTD2-1B14-6
KTD2-1A4L

Mounting Type
Tacho Flange
Foot Mount
Tacho Flange
Foot Mount
Tacho Flange
Tacho Flange
Tacho Flange
Tacho Flange
Flange
Hollow Shaft

Voltage per 1000 rpm
60 Vdc
60 Vdc
100 Vdc
100 Vdc
60 Vdc
100 Vdc
20 Vdc
20 Vdc
10 Vdc
10 Vdc

Shaft Diameter
11mm Shaft
11mm Shaft
11mm Shaft
11mm Shaft
11mm Shaft
11mm Shaft
11mm Shaft
11mm Shaft
6mm Shaft
12mm Hollow Shaft

Committed to Quality

Head Ofﬁce

011 383 8300
159 Galjoen Rd, Wadeville, Germiston

sales@atisystems.co.za - www.atisystems.co.za

